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E D T 0 R I A L 

RAISE THE STAKES Did Just That 

T 
his is the last Raise the Stakes. After thirty issues-which 
we hope have been as challenging to your imagination as 
they were to our resourcefulness-the original purpose of 

RTS has been fulfilled. 
Begun in 1979, six years after the founding of Planet Drum, 

RTS was intended to respond to groups that subsequently began 
to emerge with a "vision of communities living within the natural 
cycles and energy flows of their particular bioregion." It had two 
aims: serve and report on the far-flung bioregional movement, 
and give voice to new activities and possibilities. 

Over a hundred bioregions in North America provided re
ports-Cascadia on the Pacific Coast to Gulf of Maine on the 
Atlantic, and Oak Ridges Moraine (Toronto, Canada) in the north 
to Cuauhanuac (Tepoztlan, Mexico) in the south. Europe sup
plied perspectives from Scotland to Catalonia to Samiland, and 
most notably the Italian Bioregional Network. Australia and Japan 
each recorded reviews of several bioregions, and others came 
from South America, Hawai'i, and the Indian subcontinent. 

The pages of RTS were the original source for learning about 
the concept of bioregions for many readers, but featured even 
more articles on how other ecological alternatives could be relat
ed to the natural characteristics of life-places. Permaculture, 
renewable energy, indigenous culture, education, economics, and 
arts of all kinds received this unique sort of coverage. Political 
applications of bioregionalism were explored extensively, ranging 
from decentralism and regional autonomy to separatism, water
shed governance, multiculturalism, local currencies, and local as 
well as continental bioregional gatherings. 

We made the case for raising the stakes higher than environ
mentalism had envisioned. Opposition to economic, political and 
cultural globalism was continuous from the first issue. On the 
proactive side, RTS gave early prominence to the necessity for 
bo e o · tern restoration and sustainable green cities, out of 
the conviction that these are the two most important directions 
for future ecological activism. 

Bioregional thought and practice are a clear departure from tra
ditional environmentalist and conservationist directions and at 

' first they occupied the fringe of earth-related endeavors. Now 
they have begun working into the mainstream. Raise the Stakes 

articles and essays have been reprinted in dozens of journals and 
books, and are found in school and university curricula for sever
al different fields. Some NGOs such as the World Resources 
Institute have adopted the bioregional perspective outright. 
Others have been influenced to create "ecoregion" programs and 
projects that have a similar place-located focus. Government insti
tutions such as The Resources Agency of the State of California 
and the City Council of Barcelona find the term bioregion to be 
the most appropriate term for describing their administrative 
areas. Awareness of the importance of watersheds, which is 
intrinsic to the bioregional perspective, has spread from creek
scaled community groups ("Not in my watershed you won't!") to 
a widely attended U.S. Library of Congress event titled 
"Watershed" that featured fifty or so poets and writers. 

Raise the Stakes never carried paid advertising! We were con
cerned with presenting the profound and far-reaching considera
tions of human interdependence in the planetary biosphere. Ads 
might have confused or diverted our goal, and the prospect of a 
bioregionally conscious future was thought to be too important 
and urgent to be linked to sales promotion. 

Planet Drum Foundation will continue to publish the Pulse 
newsletter with additions such as reviews and articles. PDF's web 
site at www.planetdrum.org already features news, some previous 
articles, regularly updated reports, and publication lists. It will soon 
be expanded to include features and other information formerly 
available in Raise the Stakes. A Planet Drum Books publication 
about greening cities through Education+Action projects carried out 
in schools is in preparation, and a compilation of dispatches from 
ecological restoration efforts in the Rio Chone Bioregion (where we 
have just opened PDF's first field office) and other areas of Ecuador 
is likely. Answers to inquiries, networking services, and references 
to expertise are available through telephone: (415) 285-6556, fax: 
(415) 285-6563, and e-mail: planetdrum@igc.org. 

We are inexpressably grateful to the many generous and talent
ed people who lent their artistic and practical energy to produc
ing Raise the Stakes. Their contribution will be a touchstone for 
everyone who joins us in creating innovative forms of reinhabito
ry communication in the future. 

by Peter Berg 

ISS U ES / INSIGHTS 

High Quality Information 
by Jim Dodge 

RYS 4, Winter 1982 

I n Communication Theory (one of the 
~ashi~r new industrial arts) information 
ts defmed as "that property of a signal 

or message whereby it conveys something 
unpredictable yet meaningful to the recipi

. ent, usually measured in bits." 
~: »'Lt~~., Unpredictable, yet meaningful bits . A 
~: 11:.:~ii ;bombardment, merciless crossfire, a verita-
23. L' ( /:"- .,t :> , ..::-:;: .. ::,'1?.( i ble fusillade of bits : from the long gray 
<>: ~,, M ; ' ., .. ~-' ~ -~, ' '-~i> ., 1 f 
~ ~~-;J•-, .,i '.\··· ~~~ -~ i~;:'tf".:- co urnns o type, the soft electronic hum of 
"- ---~---·: , ..., ,,.-':'~~i~:~~;L.,. the radio, the ashen light of the TV: news, 

data, facts , claims, tips, assertions, hints, advice, suggestions, pieces, bits. We 
are living in an ingravescent glut of information, information that is quickly ren
dering its definition obsolete-for while the bits remain unpredictable, they are 
becoming increasingly meaningless. "Unpredictable meaninglessness" is a fair 
definition of the absurd, and while absurdity is essential to refresh the spirit, 
prolonged exposure will turn the sense to mush and make it impossible to sus
tain a mood. 

The signals lately seem desperate in their rationality, as if everything was 
being thrown from a sinking boat. It seems to me the only way to survive the 
cm:rent paralyzing mash of information, to escape the frozen circuits of its 
bogus factuality, is to seek and insist upon high-quality information. What con-

stitutes "quality" is, undoubtedly, subjective, but it seems to me that high-quali
ty information generally shares three characteristics: it is direct; it is deep; and 
it is durable. 

Direct sensual apprehension is information 's clearest route. The hoot owls 
calling in the pepperwood trees. The first drop of rain on your forehead. The 
taste of your lover's mouth. The axiom here is simple: accuracy increases as you 
move toward the source. The hoot owls calling in the pepperwood trees are 
clearer-both audibly and emotionally-when you hear them from your back 
porch than when you hear them on a record. 

High-quality information strikes deeply in the psyche. There is a cellular thrill 
of recognition, a loop of delight, a sense of both completeness and opening. 
The recognition resonates in the subjective contours of our being, exciting the 
imagination. 

It is durable because it integrates other informations, thus complementing 
their powers (in the shaman's sense of the word "power," not the politician's). 
High-quality information is also durable because it invariably proves useful, 
whether it be in splitting posts, analytical hair-splitting, or splitting town. It is 
durable, moreover, because high-quality information tends to be shared when 
possible; it, like joy, seeks expression. Whether it takes the form of g~ssip, book, 
or kiss, high-quality information moves through, not to. Like a bell-note traveling 
through the air, or a wave through water. 

Originally published in Reinhabiting a Separate Country: A Bioregional 
Anthology of North~rn California, Planet Drnm Books. 
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CITIES/URBAN SUSTAINABILITY 

Recreating Urbanity 

by Peter Berg 

RYS 17, Winter 1991 

The following bas been excerpted from Peter Berg's essay "A 
Metamorphosis for Cities: From Gray to Green" and is available in 
its entirety in City Lights Review #4, or as a xeroxed reprint from 
Planet Drum/or $5.00. 

T 
he first step toward reconceptualizing urban 
areas is to recognize that they are all situated 
in local bioregions within which they can be 

made self-reliant and sustainable. The unique soils, 
watersheds, native plants and animals, climate, sea
sonal variations and other natural characteristics that 
are present in the geographical life-place where a city 
is located constitute the basic context for securing 
essential resources of food, water, energy and materi
als. For this to happen in a sustainable way, cities 
must identify with and put themselves in balanced 
reciprocity with natural systems. Not only do they 
have to find nearby sources to satisfy basic human 
needs, but also to adapt those needs to local condi
tions. They must maintain natural features that still 
remain and restore as many of those that have been 
disrupted as possible. For example, restoring polluted 
bays, lakes or rivers so that they will once more be 
healthy habitats for aquatic life can also help make 
urban areas more self-reliant in producing food. 

Different geographical areas have different condi
tions depending on their natural characteristics. 
Bioregionally-founded values that are appropriate to 
each place should be agreed upon and then used to 
direct municipal policies. Guides for doing this can 
be transferred over from some basic principles that 
govern all ecosystems. 

Interdependence: Heighten awareness of inter
changes between production and consumption of 
resources so that supply, reuse , recycling and 
restoration become more closely linked. Reduce 
inequitable exploitation. 

Diversity: Support wide ranges of means to satisfy 
basic human needs and a multiplicity of cultural, 
social and political expressions. Resist single-interest 
solutions and monoculture. 

Self-Regulation: Encourage decentralized activities 
carried out by groups in neighborhoods and dis
tricts. Replace top-down bureaucratic agencies with 
grassroots assemblies. 

Long-Term Sustainability: Aim policies to work 
under various conditions and for several generations. 
Minimize short-term programs and patchwork reme
dies . When interdependence, diversity, self-regula
tion and long-term sustainability are consulted, it is 
possible to make much more ecologically coherent 
and therefore more practical decisions than are gen
erally seen today. Applied to the cycle of food pro
duction and consumption, for example, they could 
lead to these beneficial features : more small-scale 
farms and gardens near or in the city that employed 
greater numbers of people, preserved and restored 
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green spaces, reduced transportation costs and pro
vided fresher produce; wider use of permaculture 
(permanent agriculture) and native food plants to 
conserve and build topsoil, lower water use and 
maintain natural habitats; subscription buying by 
institutions and groups of individuals who spend a 
yearly amount to receive a specified quantity of pro
duce-thereby stabilizing farm incomes and levels of 
food production; collection of tree and yard trim
mings, food scraps and other organic wastes to cre
ate compost fertilizer; reuse of urban grey water on 
farms and in gardens to reduce fresh water con
sumption; and some type of food production on 
everyone's part, ranging from backyard, rooftop, 
window box, and community garden to work-shar
ing on farms. 

F 
or a Green City Program to succeed, there also 
needs to be a radical new consciousness about 
living in cities on the part of individuals. City

dwelling has traditionally been easier and more luxu
rious than country life. Residents have been accus
tomed to services and amenities that were relatively 
inexpensive and whose continuous supply was not 
their responsibility. People still assume that water, 
food, and energy will continue to flow into cities as 
effortlessly as in the past even though they know that 
the places where those resources originate have been 
severely degraded. But the realities of urban life are 
changing rapidly and will change more drastically in 
the near future. Since mid-century, utilities, health ser
vices, food prices, and housing costs have increased 
many times over. They will rise even more sharply as 
cities continue to expand and compete for resources 
that are diminishing in quantity and quality. Presently, 
travelers return to comparatively prosperous countries 
like the Cnited States shocked by the desperate con
ditions in places like Calcutta, Rio de Janiero, and 
Nairobi. They believe-rhat their own communities are 
immune to the spectrum of problems ranging from 
inflation and endless delays to widespread diseases 
and abject poverty that they find there. Soon it will 
become clear that although these calamities have 
struck Third World countries first , parallel develop
ments are due for many other urban areas. There sim
ply aren't enough basic resources, even in developed 
countries, to sustain the huge urban populations that 
are accumulating. The abundance of oil, electricity, 
foodstuffs, and fresh water they enjoyed in the '50s 
and '60s will be seen as an anomalous historical peri
od when precious commodities were lavishly con
sumed, in the ~same way that we now view the high 
quality of wood and stone used to construct ordinary 
buildings in the last century. 

City life was once mediated and stabilized by social 
and cultural groupings that occupied particular dis
tricts. Established historic and ethnic communities 
often played the largest part in fostering an individ
ual's sense of identity and personal angle of percep
tion for relating to the city as a whole. These zones of 
security and belonging have been seriously eroded or 
completely destroyed and replaced by growing waste
lands of anonymity and fear. Their loss is a main rea
son why cities are less convivial and more threatening. 

JUDY GOLDHAFT 

Although cities as we know them 
are on the verge of collapse, people 
aren't aware of the great changes that 
are coming. Media coverage is re
stricted to isolated situations like the 
plummeting decline of Detroit or 
abysmal lack of public services in 
East St. Louis, and politicians are 
reluctant to air the bad news even as 
they quietly move to the suburbs. In 
fact, the city is at a point of major 
transition. We are beginning to see an 
historical shift comparable to the birth 
of the modern industrial city in the 
late 18th Century. Urban people will 
be obliged to undergo a thorough 
transformation. To reclaim a positive 
outcome from deteriorating situations, 
city dwellers have to become "urban 
pioneers" in a concrete, steel and 

glass wilderness, developing new urban forms and 
remaking their own lives as they simultaneously recre
ate the urban landscape. To do this they need to learn 
new skills, redirect their energy and inventiveness, and 
align their efforts with the more self-reliant and sustain
able vision offered in a Green City Program. 

The profile of an urban pioneering life includes 
these elements: working several part-time jobs rather 
than a single-employment 40-hour week; growing 
some food on a continuous basis; recycling house
hold wastes and water; refitting dwellings for energy 
conservation and maintaining some means for pro
ducing energy from renewable sources; restoring 
wildlife habitats; reducing or eliminating the use of a 
personal automobile; developing new cultural expres
sions that reflect bioregional and planetary themes; 
and participating in a neighborhood council to decide 
everything from planning and justice to social services 
and celebrations. It will replace the often deadening 
escape-seeking urban existence of the present with 
stimulating, highly varied and creative pursuits that 
are more related to artists and naturalists than to fac
tory and office workers. Even in a densely populated 
metropolis, these new urbanites will be able to claim 
personal home-neighborhood-villages and be fully 
involved with them. Many people are already doing 
some of the things that lead to this transformed urban 
life. When most people are doing all of them urban 
dwelling will be much richer and more livable. 

In a municipality dedicated to carrying out a 
Green City Program, the citizenry could have much 
greater interaction with government than at present. 
To accomplish recycling goals, for example, people 
wouldn't merely put out materials to be collected. 
They would expect the city help create jobs by 
assisting groups and businesses who remanufacture 
products from those materials, and to purchase them 
whenever possible (with preference for, etc.) prefer
ably from neighborhood-based companies and 
cooperatives. The government would be viewed as 
an instrument for carrying out the residen · inten
tion to make the city elf-reliant and ustairoble. 

T 
he future prospect for cities is at a critical 
juncture. If allowed to continue in their pre
sent course, the detrimental effects on peo

ple, bioregions, and the planetary biosphere will 
soon reach an intolerable point. Currently, 850 mil
lion urban people worldwide are squatters: 50 per
cent of Third World dwellers have no plumbing or 
electricity. By 2000, the number of squatters will more 
than double to over 2 billion with a similar acute 
increase in those living without rudimentary necessi
ties . A nightmarish scenario with billions crowded 
into urban heaps and living in despairing poverty has 
already begun. It will surely proceed to even worse 
stages of routine breakdowns in production and dis
tribution of essential human requirements, collapse of 
basic infrastructures, extreme coµflict between social 
and economic groups, and governmental chaos. 

There is a saving alternative to this painful out
come but it requires a thorough transformation in the 
purpose of cities and the ways that people live in 
them. Bioregionally-oriented governments and eco
logically-conscious residents carrying out Green City 
Programs can end and even reverse the present 
ruinous trends. Rather than destroying the bases for 
obtaining resources, we can develop renewable ener
gy, recycle materials, and water. and produce food 
within cities themselves. Rather than destroy natural 
areas, we can maintain and restore habitat for native 
plants and animals and increase the number of green 
spaces. Rather than watch urban areas become more 
anonymous as they become larger. with more vio
lence, lack of jobs and h9melessness, we can em
power neighborhoods to carry out community ser
vices on a local, personalized and mutual basis. 

Cities must change soon and in profound ways, 
and this huge metamorphosis ·can be the occasion 
for a positive shift in consciousness · that hann.onizes 
the needs of society with those of the natural sys
tems that ultimately support it. 



CITIES/URBAN SUSTAINABILITY 

The Green City as Thriving City 
Implications for Local Economic Development 

by David Morris 

RTS I 3, Winter 1988 

I
n discussing the greening of cities, one is 
reminded of the slogan that the French students 
used in 1968. On their posters they said "all that 

we want to change is everything," which comes 
from that famous ecological dictum, "everything is 
connected to everything else.'.' When we pull a 
thread, we may in fact unwind a sweater. 

The two fundamental assumptions underlying the 
way we've designed our communities are the 
assumptions of cheap energy and cheap disposal 
costs. In constant dollars, a barrel of oil that cost five 
dollars in 1910 cost a little over a dollar in 1965. The 
cost of throwing away a ton of garbage remained 
pretty much the same from 1900 to 1960. We could 
therefore ignore the operating inefficiencies and 
wastes of the systems that we developed. 

Cities reflect that inefficiency and waste. Our 
cities are dependent creatures. A city of 100,000 peo
ple imports 200 tons of food, 1,000 tons of fuel and 
62,000 tons of water a day, and dumps 100,000 tons 
of garbage and 40,000 tons of human waste a year. 
We've accepted long distribution systems as the 
price we pay for progress and development. Indeed, 
we've elevated separation to the status of virtue and 
internalized those principles into our way of think
ing about our local economies. 

I was recently reminded of how much we take that 
state of affairs for granted when I was in a St. Paul, 
Minnesota, restaurant. After finishing lunch. I got a 
toothpick, and of course all toothpicks now have an 
obligatory plastic wrapper. The word Japan was printed 
on the wrapper. Kow, I thought to myself, Japan has no 
wood, but it had been considered economical to take 
pieces of wood and send them to Japan. wrap them in 
plastic and send the whole thing back to Minnesota. 
That toothpick embodied 50,000 miles within it. Well, 
not to be undone, Minnesota just set up a factory. It's 
producing chopsticks and it's sending them to Tokyo. 

1bis brings to mind an image of two ships passing 
each other in the Pacific, one carrying little pieces of 
wood from Japan to the United States, and the other 
carrying little pieces of wood from the united States to 
Japan. That is economical only if one accepts the twin 
assumptions noted at the outset-those pillars upon 
which our economic system has been established. 

This import-export paradigm is the way our econ
omy runs. It is also the way our waste economy 
runs. Washington, D.C., for instance, was becoming 
overwhelmed by its human wastes, and paid a con
sultant $150,000 to come up with a solution. He sug
gested they barge them to Haiti. That recommenda
tion was approved by D.C., but Haiti vetoed the 
idea. Haiti decided though they'd been offered the 
wastes of the capital of the Free World, they pre
ferred not to be shat upon. 

The integrated planetary economy was supposed to 
make us more secure, but has it? Global trade expands 
and so do planetary tensions. For example, develop
ing countries are now exporting more and more food 
to the developed countries to earn the hard currency 
necessary to repay debts that they incurred primarily 
to build up their export industries. Industrial develop
ment and utilization both have increased. The devel
oped countries are in an interesting protectionist free 
trade dance, a pas de deux of late planetary econom-

. ics, in which each country tries desperately to pre
serve at least some amount of its sovereignty and its 
productive assets, at the same time trying not to inter
fere with free trade and the mobility of resources. 

Capital has become the lubricant for the planetary 
economy, the grease that lets the planetary machine 
function. We fervently believe that capital should 
flow at least as freely as raw materials and products. 
Last year twenty times more currency was traded 
than was needed to underwrite world trade. 

We are more reluctant to embrace the unimpeded 
mobility of the third factor of production: labor. But 
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we're inching up to it. Six months ago the Council of 
Economic Advisers recommended abolishing all bar
riers to migration in order to improve the economy. 

We've lost sight of the underpinning of a society
the sense of community. Mobility is not synonymous 
with progress. We've ignored Benjamin Franklin's 
advice: those who would trade independence for 
security usually wind up with neither. We have made 
that trade and in the process have become an 
increasingly dependent and insecure people. 

But now the rules have changed. Cheap energy and 
cheap disposal are no longer available. Despite the 
recent drop in oil prices, the cost of energy has risen 
more than 1,000 percent in the last 15 years. Disposal 
costs have risen even more dramatically. In 1975 it typ
ically cost about $3 to $5 to dispose of a ton of 

.. Ont of tlK &nJ.aring k9ocit.,r of the. 
envir-tAI mo,,cma1t is tha.t it 
hat -~ to ~in to mevt the 
,ric, « .3oing things to tht. cost
of Joi"! thiftss. Thi pri<< is w"u 
41"1 indwidUAI f'AYS ; t~ cost is 
whAt tht COllltnunity ~ys." 

1)4vi<f Morris 
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garbage. Today in the U.S. it costs between $30 and 
$50 to dispose of that ton of garbage. In 1970, to dis
pose of a barrel of hazardous waste cost between $5 
and $10 a barrel-although most companies just spilled 
it on the side of the road. Today, to dispose of haz
ardous waste costs about $300 a barrel, and for many 
companies the disposed hazardous waste now has a 
legal liability attached to it that is potentially enormous. 

What's important to note about these price 
changes is that they have changed not because of 
the real world exhaustion of supply, but because of 
a change in political attitude. The rising price of oil 
did not occur because oil began running out, but 
because OPEC artificially limited the supply. The 
cost of waste disposal did not rise because we sud
denly ran out of dump space but because communi
ties, by establishing new disposal rules, artificially 
limited the supply. We consciously and willfully 
changed the cost of doing things the traditional way. 

One of the enduring legacies of the environmen
tal movement is that it has managed to begin to 
move the price of doing things to the cost of doing 
things. The price is what an individual pays; the cost 
is what the community pays. 

Let me give you a specific example of price versus 
cost. Rock salt is used to de-ice roadways. Its price is 
very cheap: one to two cents a pound. There is at 
least one alternative to rock salt, made out of plant 
matter: calcium-magnesium acetate. It can be pro
duced at present for about twenty cents a pound
ten to twenty times more than rock salt. That's its 
price. However, rock salt has some problems. It cor
rodes the underbody of cars, it corrodes bridges, and 
in New York City, Consolidated Edison has found 
that it causes a great many problems in the electric 
supply system which runs through the sewers. 

Sewer water, carrying dissolved rock salt, can cor
rode insulation and lay bare wires. A neoprene gas 
can be generated and if a spark occurs, the explo
sion can send manhole covers flying. By one esti
mate Consolidated Edison spends $75 million to 
repair damage caused by rock salt. That's part of the 
cost of rock salt. Another cost is polluted groundwa
ter and the devastation of vegetation. New York 

State has made an informal estimate that the actual, 
internalized cost of rock salt is eighty cents a pound. 
Which de-icer should you buy? 

The individual is unaware of this cost. It is the 
responsibility of the community to make price and cost 
similar. 

Even though the rules have changed, we haven't 
yet adopted a new paradigm, a new way of organiz
ing our knowledge and our information. One of the 
principles of that new paradigm should be to extract 
the maximum amount of useful work ecologically 
possible from the local resource base. That sounds 
like a very modest proposal, but it has profound 
repercussions. As we begin to obtain more and more 
useful work, we find that we've begun to be more 
and more self-reliant and self-contained. 

Is self-reliance economical? What do we mean by 
economics? What do we value in our economic sys
tem? Those who praise the global economy and trade 
as the underpinnings of our economic health invari
ably point to the benefits of comparative advantage 
and just as invariably point to the example of 
bananas. Surely local self-reliance does not mean 
raising our own bananas in the United States when 
the climate is so much more favorable in Guatemala. 

It may be cheaper to import those bananas, once 
again, depending on what the price is versus the cost. 
Bananas that come from Central America come from 
countries that do not permit unions, are produced by 
companies that do not pay any taxes, and are grown 
by production methods that have no environmental 
regulations. I submit that if you calculated the number 
of dollars that have been spent by the United States in 
military intervention in Central America, and divided 
that by the number of bananas that are imported into 
the United States, you would find that it's very costly 
to import bananas rather than to grow them yourself. 

When we look at economic signals, we need to 
look at them in a holistic sense. First, we are learn
ing, as our systems get ever-larger, that the down
side risks get correspondingly greater. Twenty years 
ago when we talked about a catastrophe, it meant a 
flood or an earthquake. Today when we talk about a 
catastrophe we mean the end of the ozone layer, the 
end of the human species. Local self-reliance also 
has a downside risk: you could try something and it 
might not work, but the risk is modest. 

Second, local self-reliance leads to a diversity of 
experimentation. As communities experiment with 
different technologies, we advance on the learning 
curve. Third, local self-reliance by definition reduces 
pollution by improving efficiency. Fourth, local self
reliance is economical because it recycles money 
internally for more productive purposes that would 
otherwise have to be spent on maintaining the sys
tem. A crude estimate that I made recently suggested 
that 15 years ago the United States was spending 
between 1 and 3 percent of its overall income for sys
tem maintenance and cleanup. Today we're spending 
almost 15 percent of our income for that purpose. 

And finally, an advantage of local self-reliance is 
that we begin to channel our ingenuity into develop
ing new bodies of knowledge that may be appropri
ate to a world that is in a very different condition. 
The technologies that we're developing in North 
America, for example, are technologies appropriate 
to nations that are resource-rich and people poor. 
But 80 percent of the world's population lives in 
countries that are resource-poor and people-rich . 

If you try to make the United States self-sufficient 
or self-reliant, the technologies you develop to do so 
will be neither appropriate nor compatible with the 
needs of developing nations. But if you move toward 
making our densely populated and resource-short 
cities self-reliant the technologies developed will be 
appropriate to a resource-poor world. The knowledge 
generated can become a major export commodity. 

But the primary benefit of local self-reliance is not 
economic; it's psychological and social. It improves 
decision making because the costs of the decision fall 
on the same community. We do not separate the pro
ductive process over long distances. Psychologically, 
we improve the self-confidence and security of our 

See Thriving City, page 5 
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Cities: Salvaging the Parts 
Morris Berman, Gary Snyder, Ernest Callenbacb, 
and Murray Bookcbin 

RTS 3, Summer 1981 

T 
be contemporary megalopolis is in trouble. 
Social services are deteriorating, housing is 
increasingly unaffordable, crime and pollu

tion are up. Fear, apathy, and alienation pervade the 
air. One response, in the United States at least, is that 
many people (and their problems) are moving out of 
densely populated urban centers and into smaller, 
semi-rural towns. For the first time in a hundred 
years-according to the 1980, census-we are expe
riencing a net urban decline. Still, there is no doubt 
that the majority of us will continue to live in urban 
landscapes for the foreseeable future. What the 
nature and possibilities of a reconstituted city life 
might be, as well as what models the recent past 
might have to offer, is the subject of the transcribed 
and edited panel discussion that follows. • 

Morris Berman: We've talked about 
the whole question of backing-off 
from a high-tech society. Sometimes, 
in our discussions, I have the sensa
tion of pastoral romanticism. The 
attempt to capture a society, a golden 
age, where people lived happily in 
community environments and never 
fought and there was no alienation. 
How much of bioregionalism or the 
movement for an ecological anarchy 
involves a rather utopian attempt to 
turn the clock back: to get out of an 
age that's become too complex, too 
frightening, too difficult? 

Gary Snyder: David Brower of the 
Friends of the Earth is commonly 
asked the same question. This is the 
"we can't go back to the Stone Age" 
ploy and it's one of the simpler diver
sions used to oversimplify what is 
clearly a serious question. David 
Brower used to answer that question 
by saying "I don't want to go back to 
the Stone Age, I'd be satisfied with the 
twenties." If you recall living in the 
twenties, the population was half of 
what it is now and there was a work
ing system of public transportation in 
this country. It would not, however, 
be shameful to say "go back," nor 
would it necessarily be utopian or 
romantic since utopia is a word which 
implies a future-projected, ideal soci
ety, and the past happens to be real 
and not ideal. So talking about the 
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past is by definition not utopia. It simply is talking 
about the causes that lie behind us and it might be use
ful to consider some of those rather sophisticated 
pre-fossil fuel technologies as models of what we 
could do after we run out of fossil fuels. 

Oddly enough, we are so spaced out in our condi
tion as of this decayed twentieth century that we liter
ally do not know how our grandparents got along. 
How did they keep the food from spoiling? So the 
past is actually useful to us as a body of information 
about alternative transportation, technologies, and 
diversified and sophisticated agricultures which kept 
cultigens growing that, were appropriate bioregionally 
before they were washed out by agribusiness. There 
were, for example, 300 species of apples around the 
year 1900 and now you're lucky if you can buy more 
than five kinds of apples at the market. (There are 
nurseries that will supply 25 or 30 varieties of apples. 
There's one nursery in upstate New York that deals 
with what it calls antique species, if you want to get 
some of those earlier ones like Northern Spy.) 

I could go on at some length but the point that I'll 
make, and I'll quote Wendell Berry, is "the first prin-

• Transcribed from a panel discussion on April 10, 1979, at the 
Planet -Drum sponsored Listening to the Earth Conference, San 
Francisco, California. 
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ciple of intelligent tinkering is to save all the parts." 
The past happens to be a parts bin and we have 
actually lost some whole bins with those parts, and 
we don't know which we're going to need. One of 
these days we may have a real need for some little 
old part out there in an old parts bin underneath a 
blackberry bush that we forgot all about. 

From there, then, we do indeed look forward. So, 
to talk about "contemporary bioregional, decentralist, 
anarchist, alternatives," one cannot help but mean that 
you look at societies that were bioregional, that were 
decentralist, that did not have States, class structures, 
or taxation, or kings, or priests. These societies may 
not have been precisely ideal according to some sub
urban liberal's notion of values, but they were real. 
They were not utopias, but they were real and in 
some cases they might have something to teach us. In 
fact, a good deal of 17th and 18th century democratic 
and also Marxist thought is informed by the mind-bog
gling discovery by mercantile Europeans that there 
were societies out there without priests and kings. The 
noble savage was a very revolutionary injection of 

biological view, which is where quite a lot of scien
tific and population ecology type people come from. 

The fact that most of us, in our society, are now 
urbanites is very scary to me. It seems to me that it 
leads us away from a trust in the land. It's hard to 
have a feel for a bioregion if you haven't really lived 
in contact with the earth, or what we can legitimately 
call an agricultural way of life. Ultimately all societies 
are agricultural. This morning somebody was saying 
that only 4 percent of our population produced all 
the food to feed the rest of the 96 percent of us. This 
seems to be a very perilous situation; psychological
ly, morally, and politically. The consequences of that 
are one of the reasons why a conference of this kind 
is necessary. The rest of us in alienated urban life 
have to get back into thinking about the real prob
lems, which are essentially solar. All organic things 
on the earth are produced from solar energy; they're 
inevitably agricultural and come from plants. 

Audience: I came from a city in Texas and the only 
thing I could think of when I was about thirteen was 

how to get out of there. 

Morris Berman: That's a good ques
tion. How many people want to go 
back? The community that I came 
from in upstate New York was really 
stultifying, really repressive. Every
body knew what everybody else did. 
And if I hate the anonymity of the 
large city, there's a positive trade-off 
as against living in a community 
that's very claustrophobic. On the 
first day of the conference, Ray 
Dasmann gave an address, in which 
he said, "you know, traditionally, city 
air may be polluted, but the air is 
free air, it's the place of culture and 
contact and change and excitement.·· 
I agree with what Ernest said about a 
certain urban cut-o, ness and a per
ilou situation. But my mind is 
embedded in asphalt and steel and I 
have a hard time seeing through 
these things to the grass. There's a 
loss of freedom in a recovery of com
munity and I sort of fear that stultify
ing claustrophobic environment. 

Murray Bookchin: I am going to 
make a defense of the city, even 
though I don't believe we have cities 
anymore. That's an important point. I 
came from New York. I'm 58 years 
old, and in the 1920s and '30s we had 
a life, an energy and a vibrancy (and 
also an agriculture), which has been 

NANCY VON STOUTENBERG totally destroyed since the end of the 

alternative possibilities into Western thought. That's Second World War. I still recall the Italian gardens and 
actually part of the history of thought. It's up to us to the goats in the North Bronx. I recall the ease with 
make good use of the information of the past. which we could use that system of public transporta

Ernest Callenbach: I'm curious how many people 
in the room grew up in a small town or a rural area? 
A third maybe. How many of us still have the kind 
of folk society origins that make it easy to under
stand the kind of thing that has been talked about 
here? At the risk of being immodestly autobiographi
cal, I would say that I'm one of those people too. I 
come from a town that had about 300 people in a 
good year, about ninety miles downwind from 
Harrisburg and Three Mile Island. I think that it is 
hard for people who grow up in cities to have what 
you might call a fundamentally, biologically-oriented 
way of looking at people. To me the reason why 
anarchism makes sense goes from biology towards 
anarchism. If we look at ourselves as an animal 
species and ask what a decent' state of welfare com
parable to that of happy wild animals would consist 
of, we have to start thinking about something that 
looks like anarchism. So you can come at this struc
tural question, this organizational question, from 
both ends. You can come at it from politics, as 
Murray Bookchin does; or you can come at it fro~ a 

tion, to which Gary alluded earlier, and go to the end 
of the city in a matter of about a half hour and go out 
into the green space that separated one community 
from another around New York. I can recall the beauti
ful wild meadows that have now become mercury 
mines. I can recall the small neighborhood grocer who 
gave us credit and the shoemaker who knew us. I can 
recall the druggist we called "doc," who took out what
ever alien body that got in our eye. I can recall the 
physician who sat by our bedside and nursed us and 
just didn't simply diagnose us and give us a shot. I can 
recall some of the rich experiences in which villages 
existed within New York City to form a rich, variated, 
composite of communities. And finally, I can recall the 
extent to which_the largest amount of food we got was 
grown within a fifty mile radius of New York City. And 
it's now totally gone. We were _not dependent on an 
Imperial Valley or anything like that. 

It's not that urban life has become more complex, 
but that it's become grossly simplified. The horrors of 
New York today, and of the areas around New York, 
are the huge shopping malls in which you can't buy 
what you want or what you're looking for because 
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everything is packaged in plastic. Everything is 
mass-produced and everything is mass-consumed. And 
everybody goes through a form of mass transportation 
that massifies them. In the subways and the trolly cars, 
we used to talk to each other. On those forms of trans
portation there was a vibrant rich life. Now we have 
urbanization. It's flat, it's grey, huge shopping malls, 
immense roads, people holed up in cars. People talk
ing to each other and no longer writing. Actually, not 
even talking to each other but communicating through 
electronic devices of one sort or another. This ab
solutely horrifies me, that we have now lost our sense 
of what constitutes a city. I really think that is one of 
the things that has to be recovered. As Gary pointed 
out, I'm not afraid of going back and picking up to go 
forward again. I don't want to start from where we are. 
That's futurism. I'm a utopian and there is a difference 
between the two. I want to go back and start all over 
again to go forward and at that particular point I would 
redeem the city. Remember just one thing, the greatest 
works that came out of Florence in the Renaissance, 
came out of a city of 40,000 people. 

Gary Snyder: I'd like to carry on just a little bit 
more with the direction that Murray is going. What is 
it that we like about cities? What is it that we want 
from cities? 

Audience: Culture. A whole lot of culture at once. 
Gary Snyder: A whole lot? 
Audience: Variety. 

Gary Snyder: Culture with a capital "C". How many 
times have you been to the opera in San Francisco? 
(NO RESPO SE) Well, we're going to start out with 
language and the way people use it. How many times 
have you been to the ballet? (NO RESPONSE) O.K., 
you don't need a city that has opera or ballet. Next, 
you want to have a place where you can hear some
one play guitar in a coffee shop maybe. Is that it? 

Audience: How about opera in a coffee shop? 
Audience: Libraries. 
Audience: Other people. ~ ..... ~~~-~~--

Gary Snyder: Now the number of people in this 
room isn't much. You can round up this many almost 
anywhere. In the middle of Utah you could round 
them up. What we want out of cities is some culture, 
some diversity, and some conviviality. You can't find 
it in most American cities. As it happens already, 
what you're looking for when you come to town or 
live in town is a network of probably noc more than 
five hundred or six hundred really sympathetic peo
ple. Murray gave the figure of 40,000 for Florence as 
the total back-up and support system and beyond 
that a watershed of farms. You will have cities by the 
river crossings, by the mouths of the rivers, where 
agricultural fields and forests come together, and 
you'll always have a few cities that are there because 
it's a site of religious pilgrimage. But what we look 
for in the city does not require one-tenth of what is 
invested into what we call cities now. That should be 
clear. Secondly, there is no reason why a city can't 
be within three days walking distance from wherever 
you are. In fact, we can describe the city as no more 
than a function. It does not require permanent build
ings or permanent locationing. What it requires is a 
gathering of people and a sharing of skills. It requires 
a deference to culture, a number of people who can 
play musical instruments, a number of dancers, and a 
number of storytellers. That's culture. 

Audience: What about money? 
Gary Snyder: That's not culture. They had big cities 
before there were monetary systems. Nomadic herd
ing society, for example, generally moves in bands 
of twelve people or less. Once or twice every year 
these bands have a gathering by the banks of the 
river where they put up the tents and have two 
weeks of market, music, storytelling, exchange, and 
gene-pool scrambling. That makes a city for them. 
That's really what it's about. 

Audience: What about restaurants? 
Gary Snyder: I'll describe all these other possibilities; 
we know they're there. If you want restaurants, you 
go to someplace in Asia or Europe where there are 
hundreds of little restaurants and a street life. You can 
walk around to eat fifteen different things in one 

block. That's a city. In bioregional, ideal, Northern 
California utopia, there will be by the shores of San 
Francisco Bay, some little Japanese-style bars. Each 
one will hold about eight people · and there will be 
about a hundred. Each one will serve some different 
seafood delicacy out of the Bay. 

I'd also like to make a little clarification about the 
stultification and the deadliness of turn-of-the-centu
ry, American, small town, farm life. It is commonly 
the experiences we hear from our parents and grand
parents about the farm: "I slaved all day over that hot 
stove" or "over the laundry in that wash tub and I 
wouldn't go back to that." It's not a satisfactory sam
ple to reject small-town, rural life on. You must real
ize that rural life at the turn-of-the-century was 
already a hard, alienated life that was suffering under 
Bible-belt Christianity and a very difficult economic 
system with interest rates and bank loans dominated 
by Wall Street. There was no tradition of agricultural 
culture to make life delightful. There were no 
get-togethers of adolescents with lots of music and a 
little sex and a little fun that made it delightful to stay 
home on the farm. So people went to the cities. 

If you want to look at alternative models you can 
pull out fifty or sixty. I'll just mention one. Indonesia. 
Indonesian village culture. Three rice crops a year and 
lots of people. Everyday after work the people congre
gate down to the little pavilion in the center of the vil
lage and they practice music and dance until eleven or 
twelve at night. The people who are good at certain 
instruments work with those and little girls start learn
ing their dance steps. They do this seven nights a 
week. They are rehearsing for the ballet or opera. 
Once or twice a year the whole village puts on an 
elaborate dramatic musical production. For themselves. 
No spectators. Now that is what you call Culture. The 
stultification of tum of-the-century American life was 
part of 18th and 19th century colonial, capitalist, impe
rialistic value systems. You have to go out further and 
back farther to see what the delights of rural small 
town life might be. We have to remind ourselves that 
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communities. We begin to miniaturize the economy. 
It means achieving what Fritz Schumacher, one of the 
great economists of our time, dreamt of: local produc
tion for local markets from local resources. 

Is that theory or is that practice? Well, it turns out 
that in the scrap metal industry, the scale of produc
tion is much smaller than in the raw materials indus
try. The best example I know of is the steel industry, 
where the newest technology is called the mini-mill. 
They used to be called neighborhood mills, but the 
industry decided that that would raise the image of 
~fao Ze-dong·s backyard furnaces, and they didn't 
feel this was good advertising. 

Mini-mills~ use 100 percent scrap, and are very 
small-200,000 tons a year average production. A 
raw ore-based, vertically integrated steel mill pro
duces between two and three million tons a year. 
The healthiest, fastest-growing part of the steel 
industry is based on scrap that comes from regional 
markets and products often sold regionally. 

Another example is the chemurgy movement, cre
ated fifty years ago by scientists from around the 
world concerned with using the then-large agricul
tural surpluses as industrial products. In 1932, the 
Italian ambassador to Great Britain arrived at the 
Court of St. James dressed in a suit made of milk. 
That is, Italian scientists had discovered how to 
weave the casein in milk into clothes. 

In 1941, Henry Ford, a devotee of the chemurgy 
movement, unveiled his biological car. The car body 
was made of soybeans, the fuel came from com, and 
the wheels were made of goldenrod. The soybean 
plastic body weighed half as much as a steel-bodied 
car, so the car was more fuel-efficient. If you dented it 
modestly, the dents could be knocked back out. The 
car was warmer in the winter and cooler in the sum
mer, and it was quieter-if you knock on steel and 
then knock on a soybean, you understand the sort of 
deadening characteristics on the inside of that car. 

The dreams of Henry Ford and the rest of the 
chemurgy movement were postponed, but they seem 
to be resurfacing again. Russell Buchanan, a scientist 
in Maryland, envisions the rise of botanic-chemical 
complexes, as he calls them, rather than petrochemi
cal complexes, as we learn to extract from cellulose 
the same things that we can extract from petrochemi
cals. One is a hydrocarbon; the other is a carbohy-

in viable living communities, where people are prac
ticers and not spectators, you're never very far from a 
musician, a dancer, or a storyteller. Much of what we 
seek in the city as culture we don't have at home or in 
ourselves, which is where we should have it. 

Murray Bookchin: I'm one of those characters that 
lives on the dark side of the moon and the voice that 
you're going to hear is the haunting voice of the dark 
side of the moon. I have a close association with 
Puerto Ricans in New York. And you can't hit the bot
tom of the social and economic ladders lower than 
that, other than the blacks in Harlem and other parts of 
Bed-Stuy. These are the people who are not ever going 
to go near a place like Scarsdale, who won't even be 
admitted into Scarsdale. Not many of them are even 
aspiring for a piece of the pie, which is a mythology 
about them. They're aspiring for the dignity that comes 
with that, and most important, they're aspiring for 
power over their lives. That's what they feel more than 
anything else. They feel the agonies of powerlessness. 

And it's been possible working amongst these 
groups to encourage not only a belief in something 
more than a piece of the pie, but in an ecological 
awareness of the most beautiful sort on the Lower East 
Side. They are building solar collectors and windmills 
on top of New York City tenements, growing gardens, 
developing and living in communities, and developing 
a deep sense of commitment to their own culture. 
They call themselves New Yoricans. Because they're 
not accepted by Puerto Rico, since they're living in 
New York, and they're not accepted by New Yorkers, 
since they're regarded as Puerto Ricans. Their commu
nity has come about from not only an acute ecological 
consciousness, and a social consciousness, and a moral 
consciousness, but also an intense political conscious
ness. If we don't learn from them, and they have a lot 
to teach us in this respect, we will not be the force in 

this society we should be "" deep-seated change. ' 

drate. Compare these words and they're basically the 
same. One of the differences, however, between a 
botano-chemical complex and a petrochemical com
plex is that it's easy to transport oil over long dis
tances, whereas it's not easy to transport plant matter 
over long distances. So botano-chemical complexes 
will tend to be locally based and rurally based near 
their sources of raw materials and supplies. 

Local self-reliance can become an economic 
development strategy, and cities are the best place 
to try it out, for several reasons. Most of us live in 
cities. Cities tend to be large enough to have an 
internal market, and can in fact become laboratories. 
Cities are concentrations of science and technology. 
They have the ingenuity, the expertise and the 
machine tool shops to build prototypes and try them 
out. But what is your nearest city's research and 
development budget? It's probably zero. 

The local self-reliance scenario is not inevitable nor 
is it even probable. It depends on political decisions. 
Economic development must be seen as a means to an 
end and not an end in itself. Albert Einstein once said 
that perfection of means and confusion of ends charac
terize our age. We're so mesmerized with technology 
and development that we forget to ask, "Technology for 
what?" and "Development for whom?" We have become 
consumers of change, but we don't know the difference 
between change and progress. To Bertrand Russell 
progress is ethical and change is scientific; change is 
inevitable, while progress is problematic. In other 
words, progress is value-laden and as we change, we 
need to ask ourselves, ''Will we progress?" We can have 
a green city within a brown world by moving all of our 
production and disposal systems very far away from 
our city. But to truly embrace the ecological motivation 
behind a green city, we must become responsible for 
the.wastes that are generated for our convenience. And 
the only way to do that is to begin to return ~t loop of 
production, use and disposal, back to the community. 

Marcel Proust once said that the voyage of discov
ery consists not in seeking new lands but in seeing 
with new eyes. It is in seeing our communities and 
our cities with new eyes, in pursuing a globe of vil
lages and not a global village, that we begin to cre
ate a new paradigm. 
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T 
hroughout history 
people have been 
following one river 

or another, settling here 
and there along its banks, 
telling stories about it, 
revering and fearing its 
power, and in some 
places trying to bring it 

under their rule, making it serve their ambitions. What 
they did not realize was that the river was themselves. 
Their lives, their freedom, their instincts were flowing 
there too. What they did to that river they did to them
selves. Whenever they conquered it and turned it 
completely from its course, managing it with elaborate 
means, they subjugated themselves. Their power over 
the river turned out in truth to be a power of some 
people over other people. 

One of the latest such efforts has been made in the 
American West. From the wilderness time in 1804 and 
1805 when Lewis and Clark followed the Missouri, the 
Snake, and the Columbia to the ocean, up to the pre
sent, the West has been a Garden-of-Eden dream in 
many people's eyes. Could we but divert those rivers 
and turn them to our advantage, men have said again 
and again, this dry wasteland would flourish and 
would make us rich. Some of the dreamers have been 
farmers and agribusinessmen who have demanded 
irrigation public works and flood protection. Others 
have been promoters in Phoenix, Los Angeles, or 
Denver who have pushed through diversion tunnels, 
aqueducts , and dams to water their cities. ow that 
almost every western river has been con!rolled from 
head to mouth in some fashion, it is time to ask what 
kind of Eden we got. And ask not only in the West, 
but wherever rivers and other forms of natural water 
have been intensely managed. 

Paradise in the United States has usually meant, 
among other things, a place where democracy can 
thrive, where everyone can have an adequate share 
of resources, where the common people can make 
the important decisions. Somehow in its practical 
working out, the democratic ideal has also come to 
involve the technical manipulation of nature. And 
that has been one of our most persistent, serious 
errors of judgment. Democracy does not come from 
dominating nature, as we have thought; it never has, 
never will. On the contrary, the more we have domi
nated , the less democracy we usually have seen. 
There was more real democracy in the West before 
Hoover Dam or the All-American Canal. Ironically 
those water-management projects were promoted as 
part of a larger design to makeover the West to pro
vide an independent existence for ordinary folks. But 
if democracy means an individual possessing a large 
measure of autonomy and exercising genuine control 
over the decisions that affect one's life, as I think it 
does, then it has been made harder, not easier, to 

achieve, by conquering the Colorado River and other 
streams. 

The reason for this outcome is clear: water control 
requires capital, and _Big Water Control requires Big 
Capital. The grander the dreams, the less capable most 
people are of participating in them. They get shut out, 
or have to take whatever dribbles to them at the end 
someone else's pipe. Big Capital ends up doing the 
controlling and enjoying the benefits. The river is 
made to flow into the pockets of the few. 

E
arly on in the history of the West, about a hun
dred years ago, a few perspicacious observers 
understood at least some of this threat to demo

cratic values. One of the most prominent of them was 
John Wesley Powell, a highly placed government offi
cial. Powell had made history by being the first white 
man to float down the mysterious, awesome Colorado, 
a feat he carried out seated in a chair lashed to a boat 
deck, his one good arm clutching tightly, the other 
arm left behind in a Civil War hospital. He fell in love 
with the canyon lands, the river, and the West. Later 
he described this region thus: 

Its mountains gleam in 
crystal rime, its forests are 
stately, and its valleys are 
beautiful; its canons are 
made glad with the music of 
failing wate75, its skies are 
clear, its air is salubrious .... 

He wanted to make that beauty accessible to millions 
of Americans, to see them create homes there and own 
it. But he understood how easily that hope might fail. 

Like almost all of his fellow citizens, Powell, having 
once seen a river, could not leave it alone. He itched 
to stop it from wasting its current in the sea. No indi
vidual, acting alone, had the means to do that. The 
"redemption" of those beautiful lands (when had they 
sinned and against whom?) will involve, he wrote in 
1878, "extensive and comprehensive plans, for the exe
cution of which aggregated capital or cooperative labor 
will be necessary. Here, individual farmers, being poor 
men, cannot undertake the task." To irrigate a hundred 
million acres would require, say, a billion dollars. The 
return on such an investment would be enormous, but 
first there had to be the investment. And "if you ain't 
got the do-re-mi, boys, better go back to beautiful 
Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Georgia, Tennessee." 

A 
!ready at the time Powell wrote, corporations 
were moving in on western rivers, intent on 
grabbing the water for their own use. 

Farmers living down river, where there was abundant 
flat land to irrigate, found their water sucked off 
upstream in an expensive game of leapfrog. Powell 
had, he thought, a fairer approach. He would have 
the government survey entire watersheds and identify 
a series of irrigation districts within them. Some 
would be up in the headwater area, others down on 
the river's trunk. Each would be a natural district, fol
lowing as much as possible the drainage patterns 
rather than arbitrary survey lines. Then Powell would 

turn those districts over, not 
to corporations, but to 
groups of small farmers 
organized into colonies of 
settlers. The western rivers 
would be developed com
munally and democratically 
by cooperative labor rather 
than by aggregated capital. 
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The irrigation district was 
to be at once an ecological 
unit and a self-governing 
community. It would include 
public• mountain forests, 
which the farmers would 
locally own and protect for 
the sake of their water. It 
would also have pastu re 
lands where cattle could be 
raised, supplementing the 
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watered row crops and forming a diversified agricul
ture. Each farmer in the district would own no more 
than 80 acres of irrigable land. The community would 
draw up its own rules and regulations, raise money to 
develop the valley, and divide the water. Neither cor
porations nor government would be needed by the 
district; it would govern its affairs as an autonomous 
unit. Here then was a blueprint for a small-scale, 
decentralized plan of settlement that would be shaped 
by the western rivers' own dynamics. 

It was never adopted. Powerful forces in Congress 
listened to Big Capital and blocked the Powell propos
al. In fact the man had the entire matter taken from his 
hands and assigned to another official-someone safer 
who could be manipulated by corporate interests. 
Then when those interest had grabbed all they want
ed, or at least had built all the works they could 
afford, the federal government, through the agency of 
the Bureau of Reclamation, stepped in, provided the 
next round of capital, and began to pour concrete. 
That has been the story throughout the 20th Century: 
federal funds , federal engineering, centralized deci
sion-making, more and more grandiose projects, and 
entrenched private interest who continue to get most 
of the benefits. The more we dominate nature, the far
ther we move away from small-farmer democracy. 

Though better than any other ideas of the time, 
Powell's proposed watershed districts had a few flaws. 
The worst flaw was that he expected his irrigated 
communities to be wholeheartedly in the marketplace, 
buying and selling their produce. The predictable out
come of that involvement would have been precisely 
what we have now. Sooner or later the districts would 
have expanded their acquisitive drives beyond their 
technological means and would have called in bigger 
money to build bigger works, maybe to divert water 
from the next valley over, and th(;n the next and the 
next. Start with the idea of manipulating rivers to 
make money, and there is no end until complete dom
ination, complete utilization of every drop. complete 
tyranny is achieved. Powell was a man caugh t 
between two irreconcilables: his populist sympathies 
for the people and his technologist dream of possess
ing those beautiful landscapes. What he needed was 
an understanding of how the fate of the people and 
the fate of nature are linked. 

W
e are in a better position today to think 
bolder, more radical thoughts. More people 
now realize the dark consequences of all 

dreams to subdue and master the earth-the dream 
humans took with them out of Eden. More are able to 
see their own reflection in the river than a century 
ago; they understand that we cannot create vast struc
tures of power without ourselves being caught in 
them. We are more ready, consequently, for a fresh 
approach to society and politics, one based on a just 
distribution of welfare, on a more decentralized 
authority, and on benign technology that settles har
moniously into nature. 

The obstacles to a new relationship with water 
remain formidable, of course. We will have on our 
hands for a good while yet the old structures of power. 
Hoover Dam and its companions have many years left 
before they decay and fall down. liberating the river 
and opening new possibilities of social organization. 
That will happen someday-make no mistake about it. 
None of the monumental river works built in ancient 
times--0n the Euphrates, the Nile. and the like-lasted 
forever. Nature has a way of eventually reasserting 
itself even in the face of such seemingly sold barriers. 
The Taoists of China understood that way: they knew 
there is nothing more powerful or more irresistible in 
the long run than running w:;i.ter. If it carved the Grand 
Canyon, it can wear down a few BuRec dams. But the 
long run can seem very, very long if you want another 
America tomorrow. We are going to have to wait 
some. While waiting, we can get our ideas together 
and voice them persistently. We can help the river do 
its work by offering our sympathy arid encouragement 
to it. And we can be patient. 
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Water Is Life 
An Open Letter to the People 

by John Trndell 

RTS 7, Spring 1983 

john Trudell is an exponent of and notable diplomat-poet for Native 
American rights and cultural identity. In response to his initiatory move to 
widen the basis for shari_ng objectives among Native Americans, bioregion
alists, and others, we have devoted this issue of Raise the Stakes to "What's 
Happening to the Water Web." Trndell's appeal to involve ourselves with the 
reality of water for survival follows, as the foundation piece of this issue, 

cent supply of fresh water has been a renewable resource. This is no ~ 
longer true. Man and business have created new forms of pollutants that 
affect the water and environment in ways never before experienced by 
human society. Nuclear and chemical poisons contaminate the entire 
water supply cycles. Acid rain, radioactivity, and toxic chemical wastes 
spread their poisons to all water and food chains. 

The people are now competing with the technology for use of the water. 
The water is necessary for our survival and we cannot afford to allow the ~ 
nuclear chemical industries to pollute it at will. After these industries use the 
water, we cannot. The technology will not share the water with us. The new 
pollutants make it unsafe for our use in the real long term. We must truly 

-Peter Berg consider the lives of our children and their children's children, for they too 
need water for life. We are avoiding our responsibilities if we do not consider 

and, hopefully, the bonding of a new alliance of spirit. 

T 
he Mother Earth gives us all life. Governments and economic sys- the long term affects of this radioactive chemical attack on our water. What is 

~ terns manipulate and distribute the resources of life, but Mother needed is rational, sensible considerations for the water and life itself. We 
Earth provides all these things in the beginning. In order to protect understand we are using up nonrenewable resources but we must under- ~ 

the wellbeing of the children seven generations from now, we must stand that water is the main resource we are using up. We have turned water 
examine our relationship to Mother Earth. from a renewable to a nonrenewable resource in this century. The rate of this 

The water is Mother Earth's milk of life for all of the natural world. Life abuse must be stopped. It is suicidal for our society to act in this manner. 
came from the water. Life is not possible without water. We must be We are concerned about life. Life is the beauty of this world. We want 
aware of how important water is. life, we are for life. Of all the abuses of the environment currently taking 

The current political-economic conditions are affecting our vision of the place, we feel that by protecting this most sacred and most necessary ele-
~ real world. The corporate greed and political manipulations of today are ment of life we can begin to put some stop to the accelerating rate of 

creating chaos economically and racially. The end result of this chaos is destruction of earth resources. 
usually corporate expansion and harder economic conditions for the peo- Before this can happen, we must remember the water; we must raise 
ple. This sometimes makes the people forget the sacred things in life. the consciousness about water for life. The misuse of our environment is 

In this generation nuclear corporate expansion is dependent on corpo- directly connected to our abuse of the water. From all phases of nuclear 
rate-federal control and domination of the water. The nuclear industry spread to chemical creations water is a main ingredient. In the food and 
cannot exist without tremendous amounts of water. The chemical industry thirst cycles of our lives water is the main ingredient. We must realize the 

~ uses water for dumping grounds. This poisonous attack against the water new technological methods will not share this water with us. 
b is murder. We must not murder the water. We must not forget water is We have many varying political social perspectives which at times keep 

sacred. We need water more than profit. We are all affected: men, us divided, perpetuating this cycle of destruction. It is our feeling all of our 
women, children, elders-all of the natural creation. needs can be met if we will remember the water and will protect the water 

We must carefully consider our use of the water. We must seriously for life. We seek your aid in helping to raise this awareness. Water for life is 
consider the impact of unchecked nuclear growth and the increasing not a political thought, nor is it an organization. Water for life is survival. 
shortage of usable consumptive water for the people. Less than 3 percent 4 
of the earth water supply is fresh water. For most of our history this 3 per- '13!§. b 

b 
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}I BANA Update 
T 

he BANA board had a very rewarding meeting in mid-January. We 
board members who were able to attend are returning home with a 
renewed connection to each other and to fulfilling our mission of serv

ing as a hub to a vibrant, diverse, autonomous movement. 
Much time was spent on facilitating communication and decision making 

between board meetings. Since board members come from places far and wide 
on the continent, and we all have busy lives with our commitments to pur home 
bioregions, this has been difficult. It is clear, however, that this is where the 
strength of a Bioregional Coalition lies. So there is shared excitement in figuring 
this key piece out. We continue to adjust our working model. 

The role BANA is to play in networking a coalition of diverse autonomous 
bioregional groups was an alive topic. The two-part mission is complex: 1. To 
serve members with access to tools and information for projects in their home 
bioregions, such as access to non-hybrid native seed sources; 2. To make 
Bioregionalism a powerful, unified voice countering the tide of globalization 
that threatens all bioregions and life itself. 

The board is deeply committed to thoughtfully fulfilling this mission. Now 
that many of the structures of the board are underway, as works in progress, 
we look forward to taking action to fulfill this vital mission. 

The long awaited BANA web site is scheduled to go on line in February! You 
will be able to locate it at www.bioregional.org. The original site will be basic, 
but we look forward to expanding the site to · fulfill all sorts of services to the 
Bioregional movement. Give it a look and let us know if you have any input or 
ideas. We'd love to hear from you. Mail: BANA, P.O. Box 31251, San Francisco, 
CA 94131, telephone: (415) 285-6556, fax: (415) 285-6563, e-mail: bana@igc.org. 

We are ready to distribute two book packages, one on facilitation and one 
on bioregional mapping. Check out the Flyer with this mailing! This initial offer
ing is to explore membership interest in this service. We are open to expanding 
this aspect of making Bioregional information and tools available to you. 

Plans for a general membership meeting are underway. The meeting will be a 
fun and rewarding time for bioregionalists to gather and network. It will be a 
time to give input to the board and to hold BANA board elections. Reports from 
bioregional groups will be incorporated along with music, fun, and a day of local 
restoration. Look for a weekend date in early summer in the Piedmont of North 
Carolina. Call us if you have ideas or would like to help. We'll see you there! 

Agenda items for the next board meeting include a discussion on how BANA 
can support bioregional oriented projects and groups with an endorsement. We 
also will address ideas on how to make resources available to members, i.e. 
making materials available in both Spanish and English. 

For Wild Diversity, 
-Acasia 

~ 

Memoriam 
Holbrook Teter was a friend of Planet Drum Foundation. He 
expressed his friendship by offering to print one piece of each Bundle 
on his letterpress and also to typeset other pieces on his linotype (hot 
type) press (e.g., Living Here). 

Holbrook had extraordinary social and political acumen, lovely 
design sense and an amazing and totally iconclastic sense of humor 
(e.g., Gary Snyder® Brand Pine Nuts). He suggested using Michael 
Myers' graphics in the publicity and program of the Listening to the 
Earth Conference, and on a cover of Raise the Stakes. (The only cover 
reputed to have caused Ozarks neighbors to shoot up someone's mail
box.) With him around, the Establishment was never safe. 

Multi-talented, deeply and practically compassionate, Holbrook pro
vided light and sustenance to many. His life was a casuality of the sys
tem he was improving. Thanks, Holbrook, for sharing time with us. 

TURTLE SHEETS 

Hand-pulled prints of 

a zinc blocked impression of the top of our turtle shell 

emerge from the letter press, 
each uniquely inked from golden brown to military green. 
Between it and a photo reproduction of the underside of the shell, 
lies Peter Blue Cloud's poem raging for Turtle Island. 

Two sheets stitched together with handspun Peruvian alpaca yarn. 

-Judy Goldhaft 

Raise The Stakes #30-7 
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by Marc Bonfi/s 

RTS 16, Spring/Summer 1990 
The following is excerpted from an article on the agro-history of 
Neolithic Lacustrine civilizations found northwest of the Alps in 
Switzerland, Southern Germany and Eastern France from 3500 to 
4000 B.C. This entire article can be obtained by writing: 
Permaculture Pyrenees, Bouriege 11300 llMOUX, FRANCE. 

T
oward 6ooo B.C., peasant communities originat
ing in the valley of the Danube and its tribu
taries had settled the area from Hungary to the 

Oder and the Ukraine to the Hesbaye. These commu
nities were grouped in large villages with substantial 
houses and wooden barns. They cleared the densely 
covered valleys by systematically searching for loessic 
soils which are more favorable to pastures and cereals. 
Over time they advanced westward in search of new 
fields and pastures. 

Archaeologists call the first phase of the Danubian 
Civilization "The Ribbon Civilization" because the pot
tery of this era is frequently decorated with spiral inci
sions. By the time these ribbon people appeared on 
the eastern edges of France, they already had a long 
history and a highly advanced system of agriculture. 
These first French farmers crossed the Rhine around 
4500 B.C. then colonized the Paris basin and the Loire 
country toward 4000 B.C. 

Soil type often initiates the type of vegetation. There 
are soils favorable to trees and those favorable to grass
es. The fine loessic soils deposited on the plateau are 
fairly hostile to penetration by tree roots, and therefore 
formed natural clearings favoring prairie grasses and 
cereal cultivation. It has often been observed, notably 
in Southern Germany, that Neolithic settlements corre
spond with the loessic soils forming natural clearings. 
Those of the great Russian forest were called polies; 
and Moscow itelf developed in the center of one such 
polie at the heart of the Muscovite state. 

The cultivated plants and domestic animals of 
Neolithic fanners came from the steppes and needed 
open spaces. As for villages, they must have fluctuated 
between 100 and 300 inhabitants. The houses were 10 
to 40 meters long by 6 to 8 meters wide, with a wood
en frame and roof covered with pise, a mixture of clay 
and straw. The pise was made with soil from the site 
and hay straw trod by feet in nearby ditches. Once dry, 
these walls are very resistant. The ditch from which the 
soil had been taken to coat the walls was often found 
close to the huts. The brush covering of the roof was 
stitched in sheaves several layers thick. 

The axe, with its long ash handle and polished 
stone blade, was the basic tool of the Neolithic cultiva
tor. The handle was resistant to bending and shocks, 
and the polished stone blade was attached by a sheath 
of stag horn. This axe served essentially as a felling tool 
to open the forest before burning it. It was used first 
and foremost to open up areas of thick beech foliage
these trees were then used for house construction. 
Oaks, with their lighter foliage, were felled less exten
sively; thinning enabled them to develop fully and their 
soft shade did no harm to crops. Acorns from the oaks 
were eaten by pigs and people in the form of a gruel. 
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Neolithic Land Management 
A study of the trees chosen to supply house poles 

indicates that those with a diameter of more than 
35 cm were usually left standing and were ringbarked. 
This is done by making a deep gash around the base 
of the trunk to interrupt the circulation of sap so that it 
dries as it stands. This method was still widely used in 
19th Century Central Europe in the Vosges, the Jura 
and Scandinavia where slash and bum agriculture was 
widespread. Felling took place in winter, a period 
when the circulation of sap slows down and there is 
no agricultural activity. Wood-eating insects and micro
organisms develop much more slowly in wood cut 
when the sap is not moving. This extends the useful 
life of the wood and makes the framework more resis
tant to shrinkage and fire. 

Even with stone tools, the work of slash and bum 
is not hard. With a polished stone axe it takes one to 
five minutes to fell a pine tree with a diameter of 
17 cm and one hour to fell an oak tree of 23 cm Only 
trees with a diameter of less than 30 cm were felled, 
the rest were either spared or well ringbarked as in 
the case of associated species such as beech. 
Researchers found that a one hectare forest could be 
felled and cleared in 560 hours with stone tools. 
Neolithic farmers certainly worked much faster. Taking 
into account that the biggest trees were not felled and 
that stumps were not removed, preparing a field was 
not a long and exacting job, the trees were cut one 
meter above the ground-well above the stumps. 

Due to the absence of herbaceous carpet under the 
dense forest cover, slash and bum did not necessitate 
any working of the soil. The settlers merely cleared. 1hat 
is they felled trees, left the wood to dry, burned it and 
spread the ashes just before a rainfall which then diluted 
the ashes; the sowing of cereals was carried out right 
afterwards in weed-free soil. It is therefore much easier 
to clear a forest than to clean and plough weed-infested 
land. This type of slash and bum culture demanded only 
very simple hand tools; the swing plough and the dou
ble plough which enable the turning of heavy soils and 
pastures were completely unknown in these regions. 

Two types of hoe were used: 1) the furrowing stick, 
a kind of small hand-swing plough used to trace 
straight, shallow and widely-spaced furrows which pro
moted germination, and 2) a mattock with a cutting 
edge made from stag horn or stone which destroyed 
self-seeding weeds in spring. Grain was cut with a 
sickle at harvest time just under the head to avoid 
spillage. These lightly curved sickles had wooden han
dles and fixed fragments of flint, sawtooth fashion, by 
means of birch bark. 

Finally, pestles, millstones, and cutting wheels were 
widely used to grind flour. The hand grinder weighed 
up to 100 kilograms and consisted of a fixed, circular 
or oval stone and a turning stone or granite roller; cere
al grains were ground by a back and forth motion of 
the arms and body. The turning stone had small 
bumps in its underside which prevented the grain from 
slipping. Various cereal cakes were then cooked on flat 
stones or slabs of schist or mollasse placed on embers. 
Gruels of cereals and acorns were made by introducing 
hot quartz pebbles into clay pots filled with water. 

Organization of Settlements 
Land was organized in concentric fields, progressively 
less intensively cultivated further away from the vil
lage. A similar type of collective organization is found 
among African peoples. Such a system is composed of 
the village and its arable clearing, the edge of the for
est, and the forest itself. This is of course a system of 
collective soil appropriation by the entire village. 

The Village and its Arable 
* Clearing. The village was at the 

center of the cleared land and con
sisted of houses--each with permanently enclosed 
gardens and encircled by a closed belt of thorny 
hedges and pens in which animals were kept 
overnight. Houses were scatten:;d in a central copse of 
useful trees (domestic plum, apple, dogwood, pear, 
oak, and cherry). The copse was also a sacred wood 
where ancestral founders of the village were buried. 
Various types of vegetables and fodder were also culti
vated under the cover of orchard trees: strawberries, 
raspberries, vetch, goosefoot, burdock, large nettle, 
wild cabbage, bear garlic, shepherd's purse, peas, 

marigolds, poppy and other herb sources for pharma
cological oils and condiments. The zone next to the 
dwellings was fairly well enriched by domestic wastes. 

1ll •~•• The Immediate Periphery of the 
.• !Irr Village: the Infield. This area was 
~ ~ individually cultivated with summer 

crops; especially millet of the panicum 
miliaceum variety which is very rich in proteins. Then 
came textile crops; flax in particular for its fibers and 
oil-producing seeds which exhausted the soil and could 
therefore only be returned to the same plot once every 
seven years. These annuals grew in the cover of a fairly 
dense stand of oak. Common millet has the interesting 
characteristic of growing and bearing fruit even under a 
relatively dense cover. As for oak, it is a very sociable 
species with light shade and deep roots and doesn't 
compete with the crops it overhangs. It also furnishes 
acorns-a useful food complement rich in vitamins that 
are a perfect supplement to a cereal-based diet. 
Moreover, oak provides an organic waste supply 
through the decomposition of its leaves and roots into 
humus. In fact, the deep root system of the oak pro
motes recycling of leached mineral elements which 
would otherwise be lost by cultivation. Other minerals 
dissolved from bedrock are brought to the surface by 
oak roots and can then be used by millet grown in 
association with it. Oak roots also permit efficient 
drainage of water which would otherwise stagnate in 
the subsoil: the result is a faster warming up of the soil 
in spring-a further advantage when sowing millet. 

The infield was cultivated continuously, fertilized 
intensively with oak waste and rotated. The transfer of 
fertility within the space was carried out with manure 
accumulated in stock pens and gathered plant 
residues from the outfield. 

The Outfield. This was a zone of 
semi-forest, collectively used and com
posed of coppice, moor or garrigues, 
depending on the stage of regrowth in 
the long fallow period. It was an area 

of temporary slash and bum cultivation; after clearing 
by felling and burning of coppices, stumps were left in 
place in order to promote rapid regrowth. A field thus 
prepared was cultivated for two years (three maxi
mum) before returning to the coppice state; that's the 
forest fallow period. Winter cereals were cultivated by 
hoe in the outfield, wheat the first year, then barley 
the second. Two years of cultivation would be fol
lowed by a 25 year fallow period-the annual clearing 
involving less than 1/25 of the total open field space. 
This outer ring was primarily pasture for cattle, horse, 
pigs, and sheep. Animal wastes from grazing in the 
outfield were used to fertilize the infield. 

The outfield was a gathering area when lying fal
low. Such an area is quickly invaded by hardy perenni
als, rye grass, couch grass, brome grass, mocene, etc. 
(which are grazed by animals) then by shrubs and 
creepers such as bramble, dog rose (a wild rose), sloe 
(blackthorn), dogwood. Then bushes, young trees and 
other full light species such as -birch appear and are 
followed by hazelnut and oak which produce useful 
fruits. These thickets (recolonizing forest) are mostly 
shrubs with fleshy edible berries. 

In the Neolithic agricultural economy of woodland 
and pasture, the gathering of wild plants and berries 
had a considerable secondary function. Neolithic farm
ers never ceased to gather. On the contrary, the rota
tion of reforestation, crops and deforestation greatly 
increased the number of wild edible species; it created 
humanized and more varied pastures with meadows, 
fallow fields, woodlands, and coppices. 

The Legacy 
The main characteristic and charm of early agriculture 
is the happy mix of cleared glade land and the per
fect integration of trees in the agro-silva-pastural sys
tem. The extent of the clearing allows us to perceive 
the peaceful greatness and the · antiquity of this rural 
civilization in which a system . of equality -favored 
great social stability both in time and space. The 
scope of this culture's material realization proves its 
effectiveness over an incredible amount of time. 

j Translated by Marc Bon/Us, Franfoise Boucher 
and Judy Goldhaft. 
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Linking Plant Homelands and Human Homelands 
Horticultural Practices of California Indian Tribes 

by Kat Anderson 

RTS .2.2, Winter 1993/1994 

K
nowing a plant in all its dimensions means 
knowing it not only in our home, but in its 
home as well. Historically, plants were truly 

integrated into indigenous people's lives in 
California. 

They knew plants in the cultural context, where 
plants were brought to the village site, and people 
participated in soaking, drying, trimming, cooking, 
dying and transforming those plants into useful med
icines, baskets, foods, building materials, games and 
clothing. They understood the creative transforma
tion of the plant into useful items. 

Equally important, California Indians knew plants 
in the biological context, visiting plants where they 
grew naturally-in the overflow channels of streams 
and the nooks and crannies of steep rock walls, or 
at the edge of dry montane meadows. Plants were 
met on their own biological and ecological terms. 
Indigenous people formed and answered a myriad 
of inquiries through keen observation: When does 
this plant ripen? What kind of habitat keeps this 
plant healthy? What animals compete with humans 
for this plant? What insects pollinate it? How is it 
adapted to fire? 

By harvesting continually from the same gathering 
sites over time, California Indians began to under
stand plants' needs in a deeper way. Memory of the 
plant and its ecological requirements were enriched 
with each successive visit, and by each new human 
generation using ancient knowledge. They devel
oped harvest limits and techniques that ensured a 
plant's continued abundance in the future. 

Today, a few people from different California 
Indian tribes still gather and tend wild places, adher
ing to ancient rules and techniques that allow for 
resource · use while keeping the resource base intact. 

Continual harvest, transformation and use of 
plants fostered an intimate relationship between 
California Indians and nature, unattained by the mod
ern-day botanist, ecologist (who knows the plant 
only in the natural world), silviculturist (who only 
knows how to grow the plant), craftsman (who only 
knows how to shape the plant for human use), or 
the average homeowner (who uses plant products). 

The Complexities of Harvesting 
and Tending the Wilds 
Unlike the modern absentee timber or agricultural 
landowner, California Indians were rooted in places. 
Tribal territories were limited, with impressive popu
lation densities. They often did not have the luxury 
of abandoning degraded gathering sites and moving 
on to new areas. Frequent and constant use of areas 
over hundreds, if not thousands, of years enabled 
people to observe changes in the plant community 
and rectify unwanted alterations in the land. By har
vesting directly, without a middleman, California 
Indians could sense when gathering methods were 
detrimental or depleted plant and animal resources. 

California Indians ensured sustained yields from 
many different plant species through sophisticated 
harvesting strategies, and a variety of horticultural 
techniques such as burning, pruning, sowing of 
seed, selective harvesting, coppicing, and tillage. 
Hupa and Tolowa gatherers in Northwestern 
California still practice tillage, as they collect wild 
edible bulbs, corms and tubers. Western Mono and 
Foothill Yokuts weavers in the Sierra foothills still 
carefully prune native shrubs to encourage growth 
of long, straight sprouts for basketry. 

Properties of resource plants might be altered or 
destroyed by animal competition. For instance, ani
mal grazing of young shoots for basketry causes 
unwanted lateral branching, while egg-laying in 
acorns by filbert weevils and filbert worms renders 
the nut inedible. Therefore, California Indians culti
vated an ·elaborate understanding of plant and ani
mal interactions, They timed collection to successful
ly compete with other animals, and used horticultur
al techniques to reduce insect competition. 

The harvesting and manipulation regime was cru
cial to continued plant use and survival, and was con
sciously adjusted to maintain, increase, or decrease a 
plant population. There are at least seven compo
nents: harvesting tools, pattern of harvest, scale 
of harvest, intensity of harvest, season of har
vest, frequency of harvest and horticultural tech
niques. Unfortunately, while there is a great deal of 
anecdotal information on Indian horticulture, there 
has been very little academic investigation in the field. 

Harvesting tools: The tools used in California, such 
as the deer antler, digging stick, knocking stick, seed
beater and obsidian knife appear primitive and unlike
ly to affect vast areas. However, investigations show 
that their power to transform landscapes has been 
underestimated. For instance, underground swollen 
stems (bulbs, corms, and tubers) were harvested 
extensively by California tribes for food and medicine. 
Indians today assert that, along with natural distur
bances (such as landslides and rodent activity), dig
ging bulbs enhanced productivity at gathering sites. 
Digging may have "thinned" the number of bulbs, sev
ered the bulblets and cormlets to activate their growth, 
aerated the soil, lowered weed competition, and pre
pared the seedbed to increase seed germination rates. 
Use of the digging stick may have increased the distri
bution, quality and quantity of bulbs, corms and 
tubers on traditional gathering sites in many areas. 

Tools appropriate to the task were used by native 
people. These "means" were purposefully designed 
not to destroy the "ends." For example, seedbeating 
was a common technique used all over California to 
harvest seeds from grasses and herbs. Rather than 
uprooting whole plants or breaking off the seed
heads, seedbeating kept perennial plants in place, 
while ensuring that a certain proportion of seeds fell 
to the ground, perpetuating the plant in the area. It 
allowed for repeated harvests, maximizing the num
ber of ripe seeds gathered, and minimizing the vege
tative part detached with the seed. 

Pattern of harvest: In most parts of California, trib
al groups gathered vegetation in special areas, keep
ing with patterns and principles passed down from 
generation to generation. These areas, shaped by 
long-term use, were designated for basketry materi
als, bulb gathering, seed collecting, cordage harvest
ing, or greens picking. They contained the best 
plants for the intended purposes, and were continu
ally, carefull1; and intensely managed and harvested. 

Scale of harvest: According to Indian elders, collec
tion sites were frequently small-scale, and plant pop
ulations existing there naturally were gathered and 
managed in "patches," maintaining the general char
acter of the natural habitat. Thus, these areas ap
peared "untouched" to outside observers. 

Intensity of harvest: Gathering strategies employed 
by California Indians allowed for a sustained-yield 
production of wild plants. Frequently, individual 
plants and parts were left behind to ensure future 
populations. Examples include leaving part of the 
stipe behind (to not disturb the mycelia) in the har
vest of fungi; leaving parent plants and/ or bulblets, 
cormlets, and the tuber fragments of wild onions, 
brodiaeas, wild carrots, and lilies behind in the loos
ened earth to grow the following year; gathering sea 
lettuce and leaving the holdfasts; and harvesting 
sedge and bracken fern rhizomes for basketry, leav
ing the perennial plants in place, and stimulating 
continuous rhizome production. 

Season of harvest: The time of year that plants are 
harvested affects the longevity and productivity of 
plant species. For example, severe pruning of dog
wood during the summer months can drastically 
decrease plant vigor. Instead, California Indians 
often would (and still do) prune in the fall or winter, 
after the leaves drop, "when the sap's down." 
Pruning young shoots or branches during this dor
mant period is probably the least detrimental to the 
shrub species (dogwood, buckbrush, redbud, 

sourberry, mock orange, buttonbush) that were used 
for arrows, baskets and other cultural items. 

Frequency of harvest: Different plant populations 
were harvested at different frequencies, allowing 
gathering sites to regenerate. For example, bracken 
fern and sedge rhizomes were gathered for basketry 
material, and then not harvested for a period of two 
to three years, until new rhizomes were of the prop
er length and quality. 

Horticultural techniques: Many plant species 
reach a degenerate or senescent stage in their life 
cycle, unless subjected to periodic disturbance . 
Indians used a variety of horticultural techniques to 
stimulate asexual and sexual reproduction, such as 
burning, pruning, weeding, tillage, irrigating, sowing 
of seed, and selective harvesting. Burning was prob
ably the most widely employed, efficient and signifi
cant management tool utilized in California. Pomo, 
Modoc, Achomawi, Cahuilla and Diegueflo people 
burned large areas of herbaceous plants, after col
lecting their edible seed and scattering some to 
maintain productive areas. Older woody stems of 
gooseberries, chokecherries, manzanitas and other 
berries were fired by the Wukchumni Yokuts, Pomo 
and Achomawi tribes to encourage thick berry crops. 
Hazelnut and willow trees were fired to encourage 
the long sprouts so prized in Yurok, Karuk,_ Hupa 
and Wiyot basketmaking. 

By understanding these seven elements, one can 
see that landscape compositions and patterns were 
not purely happenstance, nor incredibly rich solely 
due to the "nan1ral" bounty of California, but rather 
were at least partly attributable to the sophisticated 
environmental management of Indian tribes. 
Landscapes in California are dependent on periodic 
human disturbance-they have coevolved with 
human interaction. 

Transforming Wild Plants 
into Cultural Items 
California Indians sought out plants' potential prop
erties, experimenting and transforming them into 
useful items. When a plant becomes a vehicle of 
expression for human creativity, it invites intimacy. 
By being actively involved in shaping plants for 
human needs, native tribes had an immediate stake 
in the well-being of plants. The links between plants 
and survival were reinforced daily. California Indians 
cared about the source of their existence: the health 
and longevity of plant populations and communities. 
Western utilitarian views of nature often are con
cerned with what the land can produce, without 
regard for its long-term ecological health. 

Knowing how to transform a plant into a useful 
item means knowing its useful characteristics. These 
might include: color and flexibility for basket1y; or 
straightness, less pith and uniform cell structure for 
arrow making. Transforming plants into different 
items requires intimate knowledge of their anatomy, 
physiology and morphology. For example, modern 
Indian weavers from different tribes use the wine
red bark of redbud for basketry design work. They 
know that redbud must be gathered in the fall or 
wintertime , when bark adheres to sapwood. In 
springtime there is too much moisture, causing the 
bark to slip and rendering the material unusable for 
creating red designs in baskets. Old branch growth 
is unsuitable for designs , as the red pigments occur 
only in the epidermal tissue of the juvenile growth. 

Wild Plant Use and 
Reinhabiting Nature 
Flora were intricately interwoven into Galifornia 
Indian life. Sprouts were used to stir seedmeal in 
plant-fiber baskets. Plants adorned the hair and body 
in ceremony, were used as offerings made to the 
funeral pyre, cured ailments, poisoned enemies, 
were converted into storage granaries, family 
dwellings, ceremonial houses, and warmed hearths, 
and cooked food. 

See Homelands, page 13 
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by Marti Crouch 

RTS 22, Winter 1993/1994 
"If I follow your argument to its logical conclusion, 
then as bioregionalists we wouldn't be able to eat 
bananas in the Midwest. Do you really mean that?" 
Question asked by a student after a seminar on 
bioregionalism at a college in Iowa, 1992. 

A 
pawpaw pie is baking in my oven, and its 
tropical odor fills my house. This year there 
is a bumper crop of these native fruits, 

sometimes called Indiana Bananas, free for the pick
ing in the forests surrounding Bloomington. While 
peeling and mashing, I began thinking about the 
profound differences between eating a pawpaw pie 
and a banana pie. By eating one and not the other, I 
am literally a different person. I know different 
things. The knowledge I gain by eating local food 
may be vital for me to become native to this place. 
Conversely, eating food from far away may actually 
prevent assimilation into my local environment. 

A comparison of pawpaws and bananas will serve 
to illustrate my point. 

Who Are the Pawpaws? 
The pawpaw tree belongs to the custard apple fami
ly, denizens of the New World Tropics. Of the more 
than one hundred species in the family, the pawpaw 
is the only one to have migrated this far north. The 
fruit has a heavy perfume and large drooping leaves 
that invoke the tropics. In fact, summers in the cen
tral hardwood region of the United States are tropi
cal, with moist air from the Gulf of Mexico creating a 
warm, humid climate, ideal for lush growth of south
ern creatures. The pawpaw just had to figure out 
how to survive the brutish winters up here. 

Pawpaws do not survive in the extreme northern 
parts of this continent, nor do they grow in the dry 
West. They are most likely to be found in the bot
toms of ravines, as thickets in the understory of 
deep woods, and planted in yards in town. 
Pawpaws have not been domesticated, and vary 
greatly in tree-size, color of fruit, time of ripening, 
flavor, etc. They are native, wild and free. 

Who Are the Bananas? 
Edible seedless bananas were domesticated from wild 
bananas in southeastern Asia, probably over ten thou
sand years ago. They only grow in frost-free tropical 
climates, and are propagated by cuttings. Bananas 
were taken by humans to other parts of tropical Asia, 
Africa, and islands in the South Pacific. Some escaped 
back into the wild, and exist in feral colonies. 

In many cultures, bananas are a major food source, 
and tl1e whole plant is used for fiber, animal fodder, 
medicine, dyes and so on. The versatile domesticated 
banana has demonstrated its ability to fit into local, 
tropical agriculture throughout the world. There are 
now hundreds of different varieties, many specific to 
particular locales or with specialized uses. 

However, the bananas we eat here in Indiana bear 
little more than superficial resemblance to their local
ly-consumed tropical relatives. The first bananas came 
to Latin America from the Canary Islands, brought by 
the Portuguese in the early 1500s, and grown for local 
consumption and trade. In the late 1800s companies 
began shipping bananas to North American markets, 
and advances in transportation technology accelerated 
the economic success of large plantations. 

Growing large tracts of one crop--a monoculture
is hard on the soil, and creates serious disease and pest 
problems that are met with chemical warfare. Bananas 
grown for export are cloned from just a few varieties, and 
thus are particularly susceptible to diseases and pests. 

10-Raise The Stakes #30 

Eating Our Teachers 
Local Food, Local Knowledge 

Replacing local food production with export-ori
ented agribusiness has been devastating to tropical 
peoples, and to wild lands displaced by expanding 
monocultures . The bananas we eat are not only 
domesticated and alien to this hemisphere, but they 
have also been enslaved to the needs of global cor
porations at the expense of local communities. 

Learning from Fruits 
Your interactions with pawpaws and bananas take very 
different fornlS. In the case of the pawpaw, I go out 
into the woods close to home and find trees to pick 
fruit. The pawpaw is a free organism, reproducing and 
living according to its own needs. I meet it as a whole 
being, in its own world, interact with it, and observe its 
life. As I pick fruit, I brush against the leaves and 
absorb their unique molecules into my skin (a potential 
cancer-fighting agent has recently been identified in 
pawpaw leaves.) I can notice whether the tree looks 
healthy, and what has happened to it since the previous 
season; what other kinds of organisms are around it; 
whether it is growing singly or in a group; and how it 
smells. Are the fruits ripening earlier or later than in the 
past, and are they more or less abundant? By observ
ing, I learn about the limits and cycles of this place. 

The fruit is free for me to take, and for foxes, pos
sums, raccoons, squirrels, coyotes and yellowjackets. 
I absorb information that nature is abundant, and that 
I am related to all the other animals that share my 
food. When I eat the fruits, the complex mix of mole
cules has a myriad of effects on my body, from sup
plying energy and building blocks for my tissues, to 
stimulating my bowels (there is a mild laxative in 
pawpaw fruit) . The chemical composition of the fruit 
varies with season and individual tree, also. Most of 
the pawpaw fruit molecules are undescribed, and 
their influences in my life when I eat them are 
unknown. If I pay close attention, I may be able to 
learn how I feel after eating them. From my interac
tions with pawpaws I know more about this particu
lar place, and can use that knowledge to act locally. 

On the other hand, the bananas I buy at a grocery 
store have already been severed from their original 
environment. They are out of context, or rather, in a 
new one. This interaction teaches me that food, 
although alive, is part of the industrial system, and 
bananas are units of production. They cost money, 
and thus teach me that nature operates out of scarci
ty rather than abundance. The bananas are also 
available year round, so I come to expect everything 
all of the time. The chemical composition of the 
bananas I buy is likely to be uniform because of the 
genetics and production methods used in plantation 
agriculture. All of the processes of growth and trans
port that got them to me are invisible, hidden by 
time and distance, and I am thus shielded from both 
positive and negative aspects of banana production 
by being alienated from the whole. 

This allows me to unknowingly participate in 
practices that I abhor, such as poisoning of the land 
and air with pesticides and diesel exhaust, or sup
port of oppressive political and economic regimes. 
Out of sight, out of mind. 

Combined with lack of seasonality, these mono
cultural practices mean that I absorb a sameness as I 
eat bananas day after day, all year. Thus the banana 
is a good teacher for me if I want to learn how to fit 
into a global industrialized world. 

You Are Who You Eat 
One of the most powerful kinds of knowledge from 
eating is gained from the relationship with other 
beings. Eating is one of tile most intimate interactions 
that we have with others-to reach out and grasp 
another being, kill it, and take it's body inside our 
own, to gradually assinlilate the oilier into ourselves. 
Babies imprint on flavors of food their motllers eat 
while suckling, and the aromas of cooking are 
among the most powerful evocators of home and 
culture. Many cultures identify tllemselves by what 
tlleir main foods are: "We are tile salmon people"; 
"Corn is our motller"; "We are the Pepsi generation." 
We reflect and are reflected by tile food we eat, and 
the way in which we interact with food organisms. 

You Are What You Eat 
Anotller source of knowledge from food involves a 
flow of material. Water, minerals, energy from sun
light and molecular or chemical information move 
back and forth across the ephemeral boundaries of 
individuals. Our bodies are renewed with the bodies 
of organisms we eat, and the soil, water and air that 
they and we consume. 

Because of the dynamic nature of this transmutation 
of beings, our bodies are receiving new information 
about the world via food. For example, if the water in 
a nearby river is polluted, fish may accumulate toxins, 
which are transferred to us when we eat the fish. If we 
then become sick, the toxins in the water have been 
lodged directly into our bodies and become a source 
of knowledge. We don't have to do fancy measure
ments or statistical analyses-vomiting can be an educa
tional experience. The eater now wonders what in the 
fish and water is wrong, searches for answers, and 
attempts remedies. There is strong incentive to clean 
up the river when we depend on it for sustenance. 

Sometimes actions are "informed" by components 
in food witllout conscious knowing. In Australia tllere 
is a kind of clover that makes an estrogen precursor 
in its tissues. During periods of adequate rainfall hor
mone levels are low, but during drought the hormone 
accumulates at high levels. Many mammals and birds 
eat this clover, and their reproductive cycles are 
affected by it, so that during drought periods the birds 
and mammals have fewer successful pregnancies. 
Thus, when tile food and water supply is low, tllere 
are fewer organisms competing for tllose resources. 

Response to tile drought was mediated by interac
tion with food organisms, not through consciou 
design, but tllrough complex feedback mechanisms. 
By eating local food , we may be allowing ourselves 
to be influenced by many such unknown interactions. 

Adaptive characteri 1cs ave been shown to be 
acquired by eating. For example, reindeer eat lichens 
and mosses that urvi,·e tile cold Arctic clinlate in part 
because of lipids in their cell membranes. These lipids 
are transferred to the reindeer and become part of tile 
reindeer's adaptation to cold. Sinlilarly, people who 
inhabit extremely cold climates may be better able to 
live there by eating other cold-dwelling creatures, 
such as seals and whales. Not only does such a high 
fat, high protein diet result in higher metabolic rates, 
but the unsaturated fatty acids in these foods are 
incorporated into human lipids witil little modifica
tion. This may allow people to function more smootil
ly in the cold, as is tile case for whales and seals. 

Since tile challenges of a particular place-climate, 
pathogens, predators-are shared between many 
species, it makes sense tllat some strategies for cop
ing will be similar between them, and that some 
adaptive information will travel through the food 
web. Few of these kinds of interactions are well 
known to science, although some cultures are more 
aware of the possibilities tllan otllers. 

I was not able to find information about these 
kinds of material flows of knowledge between paw
paws or bananas and humans. Food is not common
ly considered a source of knowledge about local 
environments, so questions that would lead to exam
ples have not been asked. 

Eating Appropriate Teachers 
If we are who and what we eat, and we have choic
es available to us, then perhaps we can choose to be 
particular kinds of people by eating different foods. 

If we want to be wild, diverse and free, then eat
ing enslaved, uniform bananas may not allow it. 
Maybe when we eat food from far away, we cannot 
learn from the interaction between our bodies and 
food, because tile feedback loop between cause and 
effect is too long. If we don't know what river tile 
toxic fish came from, how can we use our illness to 
figure out what to do about it? 

Maybe tile knowledge we receive from tllat food 
is horrible: greed, repression and imperialism from 
plantation-grown fruits; fear, degradation and poison 
from factory-farmed meats; and so on. Maybe this 
kind of knowledge makes us crazy. 

See Teachers, page 13 
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A Garden Growing Wild 
The Promise of a Bioregional Agriculture 

by Peter Bane 

RTS ll, Winter 1993/1 994 

W 
alk out your back door and take a look 
around. What do you find to eat? A few 
wild herbs struggling for a place in a 

neglected corner of the lawn? Have some squash 
seeds in your compost pile escaped oblivion, send
ing their adventurous tendrils over the fence? Maybe 
an old apple tree down the alley-planted forty 
years ago-is still bearing, or a moist, shady spot in 
the back might be sprouting some mushrooms. And 
then there are those pigeons roosting under the 
garage eaves ... 

Nonsense, you say? "Herbs won't feed me. And 
food growing out of garbage? Wormy apples, poiso
nous fungi, polluted pigeons. Better get on down to 
the supermarket and rustle up some grub. " 

Bioregional agriculture begins with a vision of abun
dance. We must imagine, and then create, a world in 
which there is enough for everyone. A world where 
cars and refrigerators are small, shared and not essen
tial, but where dinner is growing in the backyard, com
pany is across the street, and work is around the block 
or down the lane. If we stop paying for our standard of 
living with our quality of life, we'll have time to cele
brate the recurrent excesses of nature, time to mark the 
passage of the seasons and the cycles of human life. If 
food grows on trees, we'll have the leisure to dance, 
sing, paint, weave, and embrace our friends. We'll also 
have the makings for a rich and abundant cuisine. 

Before the industrial era, all food was regional in 
origin. There was little choice. Preservation tech
nologies made storage problematic, while bulk trans
port was confined to seacoasts and navigable rivers. 
Cultures were dependent on the vicissitudes of 
weather and landform, on careful.! red skills 
and studied observation of natural excesses. 

Population densities remained low. Two centuries of 
industrial growth have changed all that. 

While we can learn much from traditional cul
tures, particularly how to cultivate wild gardens, we 
cannot meet our needs in the same ways. Not only 
do our numbers exceed by an order of magnitude 
the pre-industrial population of the planet, but the 
natural capital which sustained our ancestors has 
been seriously depleted: soils are wasted, forests lev
eled, crop plants made extinct, aquifers and rivers 
drained, dammed or polluted. Fisheries and game 
stock are strained, if not exhausted. 

We cannot continue the mechanical exploitation 
of nature. Even if the raw material for continued 
economic growth/ waste were available, the bios
phere can't absorb the quantity of pollution which 
would accompany its extraction and processing. We 
must find a new way forward. 

We can meet our needs if we are willing to adopt 
three aims: 

l. Design cultivated landscapes which mimic 
nature. Agriculture must become small, local and 
diverse. Healthy ecosystems are composed of 
many functional interactions between plants, ani
mals, soil and trees. Wastes of one element 
become nutrients for another. Healthy agricul
tures work the same way. 

2. Grow food everywhere people live, especially in 
cities. People do best when they have access to 
the resources to provide for themselves. It starts 
with clean air, water and wholesome food. 
Intensifying production where we live minimizes 
transport and energy costs and reduces our 
impact on the rest of nature. 

3. Live within our solar energy budget, cycle all 
nutrients, reduce consumption, and use every
thing at its highest potential. Design for durabili
ty- not disposal- is the answer. Ultimately our 
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entire industrial system must enter an ecological 
cycle with nature, where all costs and processes 
become internal. Pollution indicates some yield 
of the system isn 't being used. Mountains of 
human shit flushed into the sea should be direct
ed back to the soil. We can begin by making our 
agriculture a net producer of energy. 

••• 
Return now to the backyard where we began and 
observe some of the elements of appropriate biore
gional strategies: 

The wild herbs are useful native plants that sow 
themselves. The typical Cherokee woman of 
Tennessee two hundred years ago knew 800 edible 
and medicinal plants and their uses. We can begin 
to recover this knowledge and make a place in our 
gardens for these allies. 

The squash growing out of the compost heap is a 
native American food plant which is widely adapted 
and often seeds itself. Dumpheap gardens not only 
demonstrate the recycling of nutrients , but are gen
erous collections of diverse and locally adapted use
ful plants. We can select these traditional garden 
varieties and save their seed in every region, 
exchanging those seeds with our neighbors and oth
ers to ensure their survival. There are a number of 
seed companies that specialize in open-pollinated 
(true to type) and traditional varieties. Most of them 
contract with small growers around the country. The 
Seed Savers Exchange coordinates a network of heir
loom gardeners who make many such varieties 
available for sale or trade. And of even greater 
importance, new regional exchanges are developing, 
such as the Southern Grasslands Seed and Plant 
Exchange in Texas. Similar networks are needed in 
every bioregion. Begin to save seed and you will 
S(X)n find others who share these concerns. 

The old apple tree represents the work of previ
ous gardeners- work to be conserved and respect
ed. It's also a perennial plant which bears reliably 
over many years. Because they are more energy effi
cient, requiring less work and yielding more each 
year for decades after planting, we should empha
size trees and shrubs in our gardens, parks and 
farms. Trees also form the central elements of 
assemblies, or guilds, of plants, animals , insects and 
fungi . By observing these assemblies in nature, we 
can mimic them in our gardens by substituting 
domesticated or useful relatives of the wild plants. 

The mushrooms are a neglected food and medici
nal resource. Many of them can be cultivated , and 
they make direct use of wood fiber and detritus 
which would not otherwise be edible. By converting 
waste into food and accelerating the nutrient cycle, 
mushrooms play a key role in cultivated ecosystems 
in any humid temperate environment. 

Pigeons are nearly perfect livestock. They can live 
anywhere people live and thrive with minimal input; 
indeed they are often considered a nuisance in 
cities. If only people knew. Pigeons harvest seeds 
and insects from far and wide, incorporating nutri
ents from neglected sources, their manure is of great 
benefit to the garden, and they give us a meal-sized 
piece of meat, with no leftovers. We need to expand 
our range of protein sources: backyard poultty, fish
ponds and insects are all good choices. 

•• • 
In sum, our backyard garden represents a nascent 
polyculture waiting to be developed. Emphasizing 
native herbs and leafy greens, hardy crops, perenni
als, fungi and small animal protein, we can meet OUt.

most important dietary needs in our own neighbor
hoods with very little work. By careful placement of 
the elements we can increase our cropping- efficien
cy by synergetic relationships. With proper selection 
of species, varieties and breeds, this system can be 
adapted to any climate or amount of space available. 
The keys are density, multi-functional diversity, and 
proximity to the caretakers (ourselves). 

A small, local, diverse agriculture lends itself to dif
ferent types of behavior than that of a global monocul

See Garden, page 13 
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D 
uring the last months, Planet Drum has 
been busy traveling and reorganizing the 
office. In June Peter Berg gave a talk that 

was followed by a discussion that included 
Stephanie Mills at the Traverse City, Michigan Public 
Library. He was also interviewed by the local radio 
station. In August, Judy Goldhaft accompanied Peter 
on a month-long trip to Ecuador (see accompanying 
report for a full description of the trip). October 
found Peter participating in an intergenerational 
symposium, Environmental Legacy: Seeking the 
Wisdom of Youth and Elders, at Antioch New 
England Graduate School in New Hampshire. He 
gave three other talks in the area and then joined 
Judy at Cornell University for a talk, workshop and 
performance of Water Web. Back in San Francisco, 
they both participated on the same panel as part of 
the San Francisco Mime Troupe's 40th Anniversary 

Celebration. Peter described efforts to reclaim public 
territory and Judy also performed Water Web. 

Planet Drum held a benefit to celebrate the new 
Green City Center in San Francisco's Mission District in 
December. Green City moved from being a Project of 
Planet Drum to independent non-profit 501c3 status in 
1999, and then moved to their own office in July. 
During the summer, intern Bernice Hwang helped with 
the move and did research for the forthcoming book, 
Greening the City Through F.ducation Plus Action. 

At present Peter Berg is again in Ecuador, opening 
a field office for Planet Drum. With involvement in 
the sustainability project in Bahia de Caraquez contin
uing indefinitely into the future, this was a necessary 
step. Intern Carey Knecht will be living and working 
there for two months on revegetation of the slippage 
prone hillsides. The office will be shared with various 
projects of the Eco-Bahia Learning Center, a hard
working and popular non-profit set up to help realiza
tion of the eco-ciudad (eco-city). Check the website, 
www.planetdrum.org, to read up-to-date Ecuador 
Dispatches for continuing news of this project. 

-Judy Goldhaft 
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HOMELANDS-Continued from page 9 
California Indians understood plants' needs and 

habits. The common assertion among Indian cultures 
in California today is that plants yearn to be used, and 
that in the absence of human use, plants and animals 
are offended and consequently disappear. The under
standing that certain plants were honored through 
human use reinforced the feeling that Indians 
belonged to a place. Indian cultures acted out this 
feeling by leaving offerings for plants, asking permis
sion to use them, and thanking them for their bounty. 

In sharp contrast, most Western wants and needs 
put pressure on natural resources. Development is 
viewed as necessarily destructive or exploitative, 
ultimately exhausting the resource base. 

ative American Indians never lost the connec
tion between a plant resource and the natural world 

TEACHERS-continued from page 10 
To become native to a place, eatin organisms that 

are already native may be necessary. Necessary, but 
not sufficient. Conquistadors and gold miners ate 
local food, I am sure, but acted unwisely nonetheless. 

Of course, past human choices have limited current 
possibilities. By becoming totally dependent on 
agribusiness, many human populations have increased 
to the point that it isn't likely most people could choose 
to eat mainly free, wild species. However, it may be 
important to get some proportion of our food or medi
cine from the wild, so that our health is tied more tangi
bly to the health of the natural world we are part of. It 
may be vital to set up agricultural systems that are more 
diverse and integrated with the surrounding wild areas. 

For example, although tomatoes are alien to the 
Midwest, they nonetheless grow very well here. 
Tomatoes may be appropriate bioregional food if we 

GARDEN-continued from page 11 
ture. We can expect to see all manner of cuisine creat
ed and expanded as different regions discover their 
own excellence. Food processing, such as brewing, 
baking, drying, smoking and cooking, which is the 
first level of industry, can grow beyond meeting the 
needs for cold-season storage at home, and toward 
cooperative food marketing. Community canning and 
storage facilities, kitchen business incubators, commu
nity-supported agriculture, and local scrip currencies 
based on farrnstand produce all enhance the human 
community of eaters in the bioregion. These activities 
provide opportunities for social exchange, employ
ment, cultural sharing and economic development. 

While we green and plant the cities with edible 
landscapes, we must also repopulate the country
side. Healthy land needs human caretakers, and a 
bioregional agriculture based on solar energy needs 
many observers, planters and harvesters. The pre
sent hollow structure of rural towns and districts 
virtually requires abusive grazing by beef cattle and 
a mechanized, chemically-driven monoculture. We 
need to make many millions of investments in 
water catchment, soil improvement, reforestation 
and energy production in the country. Increasing 
rural populations will make that possible. 

Long-term solutions will involve the creation of 
new agricultural villages. A step in that direction 
would be the establishment of "cluster develop-

it came out of. Plants were not commodities or 
objects, but rather part of vibrant, living communi
ties. When this connection is lost, it is easier for a 
culture to overexploit and damage the natural world. 

California Indians today still choose the tools, fre
quencies, scale, and kinds of harvesting and horti
culture in wild places, and work within the limits of 
nature's tolerance and resilience . The linkages 
between conscientious harvesting of plants in the 
wild, crafting plants for special purposes, and use of 
the transformed plant must remain intact for 
humans to learn the intricacies of coexisting with 
plants and animals, and truly reintegrating with 
nature. 

elect for local adaptations. eat them in season, grow 
them organically in polycultures, and so on. 
Trucking them in from distant factory farms results 
in an entirely different, industrialized tomato. 

In thinking this way, we can examine tl1e whole 
spectrum of our interactions with food organisms, 
and thus influence who we become. In the same 
way that we decide which courses to take at college, 
or which books to take out of the library, we can 
choose which teachers to eat based on what knowl
edge we feel we need to absorb. 

Answer to the student in Iowa: "Yes, you under
stood my reasoning quite well. Bananas won't help 
you live well here in the Midwest. Here, have a piece 
of pawpaw pie." 

ments": rural co-housing units linked to existing 
farms in the exurban fringe (within an hour of met
ropolitan areas). Besides providing rural amenity for 
the many who seek a greener life, this strategy can 
help preserve farmland in the areas where it is most 
critically needed. 

These cluster developments need take little of the 
more marginal crop land. They also provide the 
future basis for a new rural economy with home
based employment, access to urban markets and ser
vices, resources for proper land management, and 
soil, water and wildlife conservation. 

Bioregional agriculture implies another element 
which I haven't mentioned, and that is time. Culture 
is life shaping the world to its own needs. Culture 
means enduring through time-something cultivated. 
If we understand ourselves to be at a point when a 
renewed bioregional ·culture and agriculture are 
being shaped, we can understand the importance of 
clear intent and good beginnings. Most of us won't 
live to see the full flowering of this cultural renais
sance, but if we commit ourselves to creating edible 
ecosystems, putting food in the cities, people in the 
countryside, and carefully stewarding our natural 
resources, we will go a long way toward the abun
dance that will make regeneration possible. 

Raise The Stakes #30-13 



READS & Reads & REELS & Reads & l®~cdl~ & READS & Reads & REELS & 
TOTEM SALMON: 

LIFE LESSONS FROM ANOTHER SPECIES 
Freeman House, Beacon Press, ISBN 0-8070-8548-0, 
224 pp., $24.00 hardback. Winner of the 1999 Bay 
Area Book Reviewers Award in Non-fiction. 

Everyone has believed at some time or other that they are 
part of the wide range of life that exists outside of human soci
ety. Many people feel drawn to identify with some particular 
form of life, a plant or animal such as a willow tree or a deer. 
Or a natural force: a mountain, a river, or the sea. Our language 
is replete with references to natural characteristics to describe 
human qualities--bee busy, fox sly, frog voiced, rabbit scared. 

At the same time, we feel estranged from non-human life. 
We say, "Don't act like an animal." This duality about non
human life and ourselves may be the single most contradictory 
aspect of human consciousness. We are always partly involved 
with other life and partly holding out for separate status. 

The distance that may develop between ourselves and the 
rest of nature can become extreme. We can imagine our
selves to be so insulated that our lives are only penetrated in 
startling ways. Wild nature becomes a deer jumping off the 
side of the road in front of the car, or a bird suddenly flying 
out of a bush as we pass by. Non-human life can cease to 
have a respectable place. This separation can even become a 
kind of wall that is papered over by human views of nature 
such as in television documentaries about exotic animals. 

When we are at the other side of this shifting balance 
between human and other life forms, there can sometimes be a 
sense of ultimate connectedness that is an overarching link 
with everything that is alive. It often comes in remote wild 
places, but it can also occur in urban surroundings. I was over
come by it last spring when I was stopped by a glimpse of 
wild iris flowers in the native plant garden that was built into 
the sidewalk outside Planet Drum's office in San Francisco. The 
design on each petal has slender arrow-like white lines with a 
yellow diamond at the center on an electric purple back
ground. It is unique and beautiful, but it wasn't actually intend
ed for me. Irises evolved in association with insect and bird 
pollinators who are attracted to the flowers in ways that are 
more profound and complicated than my mere admiration. I 
see nightsky stars, 1920s pendant earrings. and gypsy scarves 
in them, but my impressions are incidental and almost acciden
tal (although the thought of eventually seeing those flowers 
bloom made me plant the irises in the first place). 

Freeman I louse has previously written some inspiring pieces 
about the mystery of our connectedness with other life. "Totem 
Salmon" and "Future Primitive" from a Planet Drum Bundle titled 
North Pacific Rim Alive which he helped to edit were original 
and poweiful when they were first published, and continue to 
impress readers today. I lis new book, Totem Salmon: Life 
Lessons from Another Species. has the same le\·el of remarkable 
insights hut it ~ much more =ent to read U11' unique account 
of an ongoin~ cncnumer ith nature at the ore,;ent urne. 

in our bc,c <la) , we should celebrate the biosphere and all 
o l5 nts for their beauty and teachings. But we are wit
nessing some of our worst days, when the bioregions where we 
live are losing ecosystems, habitats and species at an horrific 
rate. We need to understand the sorrowful dimensions of our 
loss, but even more, we need to learn how this tragedy can 
generate values for our personal lives and local rornmuruties. 

Fortunately, in Totem Salmon: Life Lessons from Another 
Species we have found a guide that can help lead us to where 
we need to go. 

[Originally delivered as an introduction for Freeman House 
reading from his book at the San Francisco Main Public Library.I 

-Peter Berg 

FACILITATOR'S GUIDE TO PARTICIPATORY 

DECISION-MAKING 
Sam Kaner, et al., New Society Publishers, ISBN 0865713472, 
255 pp., $24.95. [Also available from BANA with a consensus 
decision-making manual.] 

Tbe Facilitator's Guide to Participatory Decision-Making is 
an essential handbook for those seeking to break free of the 
"business as usual" decision-making processes which cripple 
or destroy many well-meaning enterprises. Written by Sam 
Kaner and his colleagues at Community at Work, a San 
Francisco-based think tank and consulting firm, this book 
reflects the clarity, maturity and commitment to positive social 

Green City 
Report 

0 
ver the last year, Green City (GC) has solid
ified its organizational structure through 
the hiring of a new executive director and 

program manager, and incorporation as an inde
pendent non-profit organization. In addition, as a 
separate entity from Planet Drum, GC has recent
ly moved to a new storefront office, which hous
es the organization's administrative headquarters 
and the new Green City Center. The Center is an 
on-site and over-the-phone clearinghouse for 
information on urban sustainability in the San 
Francisco Bay Area, and a venue for community 
gathering for both individuals and groups interest
ed in ecologically sound community building. We 
look forward to expanding the Center in the 
coming year. The address of the new Green City 
Center is 1910 Mission Street, San Francisco, CA 
94103. Telephone: (415) 701-9864, fax: (415) 
701-9865, e-mail: greencity@igc.org, web site: 
www.Green-City.org. 

-Brian Block 
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OTHER NOTABLE BOOIG 
The Greater Cleveland Environment Book, by David 

Beach, $14.95 (plus $1.05 sales tax & $3 shipping) EcoCity 
Cleveland, 2641 Scarborough Road, Cleveland Heights, OH 
44118, Cuyahoga Bioregion, tel/fax (216) 932-3007. An 
extraordinary example of a bioregional "Owner's Manual" 
focused on northeast Ohio. 

Off the Map, by Chellis Glendinning, $21.95, Shambhala, 
Horticultural Hall, 300 Massachusetts Ave., Boston, MA 02115, 
www.shambhala.com. An Expedition Deep into Imperialism, 
the Global Economy, and Other Earthly Whereabouts 

Caribouddhism, by Gary Lawless, $9.95, Blackberry 
Books, 617 East Neck Road, Nobleboro, ME 04555. Journal 
in poetry of the author's travels in Newfoundland with 
Nanao Sakaki. 

Wisdom Sits in Places, by Keith Basso, $14.95, University 
of New Mexico Press, 1720 Lomas Blvd. NE, Albuquerque, 
NM 87131, (505) 277-7553. Explores the connections of place, 
language, wisdom, and morality among Western Apache. 
1996 WESTAF Award Winner for Creative Nonfiction. 

Earth's Mind, by Roger Dunsmore, $17.95, University of 
New Mexico Press, 1720 Lomas Blvd. NE, Albuquerque, 
NM 87131, (505)277-7553. Examines native written and 
oral literature that concentrates on human connection with 
the natural world. 

Giving the Land a Voice, Mapping our Home Places, 
revised edition edited by Sheila Harrington, contributing 
authors Doug Aberley, Michael Dunn, Briony Penn, $20, LTA 
The Land Trust Alliance of British Columbia, 204-338 Lower 
Ganges Road, Salt Spring Island, B.C. Canada V8K 2V3, 
tel/fax 250-538-0112, www.island.net/-ltabc/ Revised edition 
of a must-read community bioregional description effort. 
[Also available from BANA with two other mapping books.] 

change of its authors. Aimed primarily at facilitators (i.e., 
"content neutral" process specialists), the Guide should also 
be required reading for members and leaders of any group 
striving to improve its internal dynamics, reach sustainable 
agreements and transform hierarchical social structures. 

The first of the book's three sections provides a conceptual 
framework for understanding the rocky road of participatory 
decision-making process. The text. illustrated by easv-to-follow 
graphics. describes what ine\itably happeru wl~n a group ven
tures beyond familiar and or ·top-down - solutions. Both neo
phytes and battle-scarred veterans of consensus wars can benefit 
from the reminder that a group must pass through three distinct, 
but messy stages before reaching closure on an issue. The 
authors call these stages the "divergent zone," in which the 
group opens itself to the diversity of its members' points of view; 
the "groan zone." in which agreement seems impossible and all 
one wants is to end the ex~ence as snon as ible and the 
&conven:!ent zone m wiuch 1oeas a.re - ;-ed. ro-...., da eci. 
retmcd anJ a dCCb!On fX>mt IS reached. Sunply being able to 
name and recognize these stages can help a group endure the 
frustration, confusion, impatience and anger which can and will 
arise as part of a healthy participatory proces.s. 

Given these uncomfortable dvnamics. the need for killed 
facilitation is apparent. The auth~rs assert that the faciliraror·
role is -co upport e\·eryone o do their be thi:iki.ng-
de.5piie the emotions v,hich a par.icipatory proces.5 prom -es. 
The second and third sections of the boo · focus on how to 
accomplish this daunting task. 

The chapters on "Facilitative Listening Skills" and • Alter
natives to Open Discussion" contain a basic taxonomy of ways 
to encourage and structure group participation. The challenges 
confronting a facilitator, the options available to solve various 
communication dilemmas, and the common mistakes made 
when trying to use the recommended techniques are clearly 
described. The information contained here will not only help 
any facilitator do a better job, but also will enable group mem
bers to understand and support the work of their facilitators. 

My favorite chapter in the Guide is called "The Very Basics 
of Chartwriting." Having admired the excellent chartwriting 
(i.e., recording people's ideas on large sheets of paper during 
a meeting) of Community at Work facilitators, I was thrilled to 
learn some of their secrets. Following their advice, I now use 
bigger, better-formed letters, wider margins, earth-toned mark
ers for text, alternate colors, make more effective use of sym
bols and--best of all-have learned how to hold four markers 
at once, using the "chartwriter's grip"! 

For me, the book's most glaring weakness is its failure to 
seriously consider formal consensus in the chapter on deci
sion-making rules. The examples given ·in the text assume 
that, within a context of participatory process, "the person-in
charge" will decide when a decision has been reached. While 
this "meta-decision" procedure is clearly an improvement 
over typical hierarchical models, it does not provide much 
guidance for "leaderless" groups. 

-Beatrice Briggs 

MOTHERS & OTHERS FOR A LIVABLE PLANET 

GUIDE TO NAWRAL BABY CARE 
Mindy Pennybacker and Aisha lkramuddin, John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc., ISBN0-471-29333-4, 325pp., $16.95 

As a perinatal educator and woman who is seven months 
pregnant, I have read innumerable books dedicated to parent
ing, and the Guide to Natural Baby Care rates high as a well 
written, user friendly guide for any parent interested in creat
ing a toxin free environment for children. Moreover, this book 
has invaluable suggestions for raising a healthy infant. Unlike 
some other books in this category that I have read, it offers 
important tips and advice that have been carefully researched. 
Additionally, the parenting philosophy is loving and nurturing. 

The Guide to Natural Baby Care has in-depth appendices 
that allow the user to gain more information as desired. 
Appendix A lists resources by chapter which are further 
divided alphabetically by subject. Appendix B has a list of 
products that are available by mail, and is preceded by an 
index to allow the reader to determine quickly if a desired 

company ha-s been listed. 1 utilized this list to acquire several 
natural fiber catalogs. The descriptions at the end of the con
tact information were quite useful in allowing me to eliminate 
companies that did not provide the exact desired services. 
Appendix C is a bibliography of interesting articles. These are 
also divided by chapter and further broken down by subject. 

For all of it's good qualities, reading this book can unfortu
nately lead to feeling overwhelmed and even paranoid about 
a child's environment. Many of the services can be costly and 
may be difficult to obtain. The exterior of the house where I 
currently live is being painted, but as a renter I have no con
trol over the manner of old paint removal nor the type of new 
paint being utilized. After reading the section on painting 
one's house I felt nervous and irresponsible, wondering if I 
had inadvertently subjected my unborn infant to toxic materi
als. On the other hand, the guide does contain some wonder
ful suggestions for simple, cost-free ways to decrease amounts 
of toxins an infant might ingest. One that I found particularly 
useful is "off gassing" (airing out) plastic materials like mat
tress covers before placing them in a baby's environment. 

The high quality of writing and obviously intensively 
researched information more than compensate for its hyper-cau
tionary tone and makes Mothers & Others for a Livable Planet 
Gutde to Natural Baby Care: Nontoxic and Environmentally 
Friendly Ways to Take Care of Your New Child a must for every 
environmentally conscious parent. Keep in mind that this is not 
a book one reads from cover to cover, but keep it handy on the 
bookshelf to be a resource as specific needs arise. 

-Ocean Berg 

LA BALLA (THE WET NURSE) 
A Marco and Pier Georgia Bellocchio presentation of a 
Filmalbatross production in association with lnstituto Luce in 
collaboration with RAJ Radiotelevisione ltaliana, 106 minutes. 

Some movies stay with you, encouraging discussion, 
rolling around in your mind, gradually allowing comprehen
sion of how every piece fits into the whole. These are movies 
you can really chew on. When I viewed La Balia, I thought I 
understood the movie, but each time I run it through my 
head again, I find another subtlety that reiterates part of the 
plot. It is thrilling to have found a movie that has so many 
layers and interconnections to discover. 

The film is set in turn of the century Italy and revolution is 
m the air. a revolution that is both political and social and 
which continues todav The film intertwines the cultures of the 
·natural" earthy pe~amry and the house-bound "cultured" 
elite. Early in the film the intercucun£ of the two pregnant 
women and their labors is an OO\lOlli romras But there are 
more subtle notes. The ladies of the househo qwe· : contin
ue their stitchery while outside their window people are 
being chased and shot. The mistress of the hol.l5e ~- :hoc -ed 
and unable to comprehend why the wet nurse is reluctant to 
eat meat. which is ·too rich· and not a normal part of her diet, 
or why he would prefer to eat m the kitchen 'l'l.lth the -.er-
van ra · , 

The sunniest most joyous moments are amonR the lower 

classes while upper class life is darkly subdued a: .r::er:.:, 
The choosin of the wet nurse. 'l'l.lih a row of smµpec!-- ed
UHhe-wais women available for hire -- a scene our of the 
li A her - encounrer "-lth the baby is refresh-

m y loYlll and -poncaneous. The ervants laughing and 
yelling as they close the windows to a sudden rain, become 
silent at sight of the psychiatrist. Class positions and sociaV 
political action intersect, interact and are redefined. 

Basically the plot centers around a psychiatrist whose 
pregnant wife is unable to nurse after delivery. A wet nurse is 
hired and the household is transformed. The main characters 
are the psychiatrist and his wife and a revolutionary and his 
lover, who becomes the wet nurse. Although the revolution
ary himself is only briefly seen, his eloquence and ideas affect 
the psychiatrist and his wife, just as the wet nurse's presence 
catalyses changes in the family. The movie doesn't allow for 
quick or easy understanding of the characters. It is adapted 
from a "homonymous tale" by Luigi Pirandello and first im
pressions are often inaccurate; each character's depth and 
complexity develops as the plot unfolds. 

Psychiatry is in its infancy and though the psychiatrist initially 
seems to be a compassionate person at his hospital, we see his 
inability to comprehend his wife's distress during and after child
birth. When he attempts to teach the wet nurse to read his first 
act is to make her use her right hand instead of her left, making 
a difficult task even harder for her. Spending so much time with 
the wet nurse apparently transforms him into a warmer, more 
understanding and sympathetic person. When his wife, who has 
moved out of the house, asks him if he's fallen in love with the 
wet nurse, he is shocked at the suggestion. Suddenly the wife is 
wiser than her husband. And when he is confronted by the wet 
nurse's non-materialistic loving simplicity, he is confounded. By 
the end of the movie, the two women have reversed positions 
with respect to independence and daring. 

The opening scene is indicative of the entire film. Ominous 
music and a black screen evolves into a still dark screen with a 
psychiatrist exhorting his patient to try to get out of the house 
and into the world. Then two men are seen on the screen. They 
are dressed the same, they look at each other. Which is the doc
tor; which is the patient? Seconds go by. Slowly their identities 
are untangled. Music complements the opening action with dark 
foreboding, and later prods the viewer through a plot full of 
misunderstandings, and challenges to perception. The viewer is 
constantly challenged by changing realities about the characters. 
Docile characters are actually revolutionary, apparently percep
tive characters turn out not to be. In a subplot the psychiatrist's 
assistant leaves his work at the hospital and joins the revolution
aries in the streets. Initially this seems admirable, but is it really? 
Whose actions are revolutionary and whose are psychotic? 

La Balia (The Wet Nurse), a film by Marco Bellocchio, is a 
marvel of beauty, complexity and excitement. It is visually 
lush and thoughtfully provocative; a complex and layered 
movie that discusses society and politics without appearing to. 

-Judy Goldhaft 



PLANET DRUM PUBLICATIONS 
Reinhabiting a Separate Country: A Bioregional 

Anthology of Northern California edited by Peter Berg. 
220 pp. Essays, natural history, biographies, poems, and 
stories revealing Northern California as a distinct area of 
the planetary biosphere. $7 "The Book serves as both a 
pioneer and genre model ... representing a vital and wide
spread new ethos." -New Age Magazine 

A Green City Program for the San Francisco Bay Area 
and Beyond by Peter Berg, Beryl Magilavy and Seth 
Zuckerman. 90 + pp. This book is the culmination of two 
years' work with more than I 00 Bay Area organizations, 
has both visionary ideas and practical applications and is in 
its second printing with a new chapter on Green City 
Realities. It addresses ecological, socially responsible and 
sustainable topics ranging from Smart Transportation to 
Recycling and Reuse. $ I 0 

Discovering Your Life-Place: A First Bioregional 
Workbook by Peter Berg. Have you ever had a hard time 
explaining bioregionalism to others? This Bioregional 
Workbook is based on interactive workshops that Peter 
Berg has led with thousands of participants at community 
forums, schools, and universities. In a light-hearted, story
telling fashion, the workbook teaches about bioregionalism 
and leads the reader through a practical map-making exer
cise. It allows everyone to realize their relationships with 
local natural systems and makes understanding environ
mental issues and natural sciences tangible, real and excit
ing. The workbook is perfect for all classrooms-kinder
garten through adult education. For one workbook send 
$IO (Planet Drum members send only $7.50) plus $2 ship
ping and handling. Contact us for larger orders. 

Reinhabit the Hudson Estuary: The Hudson Estuary 
Bundle. Essays, poetry, graphics, poster compiled and 
produced by New York area rein habitants. $ I 0 

Backbone-The Rockies. A six part Bundle of essays, 
poems, journals, calendars, and proposals about the fragile 
Rocky Mountains. $ I 0 

Watershed Guide & Living Here. A four-color poster with 
a pamphlet evoking natural amenities of the San Francisco 
Bay Watershed. $ I 0 

Water Web is a 20 minute performance by Judy Goldhaft 
with words and movement that celebrate water and 
describes our complex relationship to it. Live perfor
mances can be arranged through Planet Drum. Script is 
available for $4. 

Proceedings from North American Congresses (NABCs) 11, 
111, IV. Includes essays, illustrations, poetry along with reso
lutions from the proceedings. NABC I 1-$9: NABC I I 1-$8: 

RAISE THE STAKES BACK ISSUES 
A Deep (Ecology) Breath Before 2000, Raise the Stakes 

29 (Winter 1998/ 1999). Celebrate 20 years of Raise the 
Stakes with an inside view of the history of the bioregional 
movement. It features the best articles (some out of print!) 
from Raise the Stakes issues 1-28. Authors include: Peter 
Berg. Beatrice Briggs, Jim Dodge, Chris Dresser, Jacques 
Ellul, Richard Grow, David Haenke, Freeman House, Jerry 
Mander, David McCloskey, Sharmon Apt Russell; plus 
poetry by Duncan McNaughton, reviews, and reports 
from Planet Drum, Green City, and BANA. $4. 

Reinhabitation or Global Monoculture?, Raise the Stakes 
28 (Spring 1998). Explore bioregional responses to our 
planet's rapid globalization with this international issue. 
Articles include "Bioregionalism vs. Fascism," "Bringing 
Back Mangroves," "Postcards from the Olympics' 
Underside," "Guard Fox Watch Statements," and 
"Localizers: The Community Currency Alternative." Also, 
Circles of Correspondence, book and film reviews, PD 
Pulse, BANA Update, and Green City Report. $4. 

Mainstreaming Watersheds, Raise the Stakes 27 (Summer 
1997). Articles on International Rivers Network, Freeman 
House about the importance of restoration ecology, how 
to create a Green City Calendar, preserving restoration 
culture, and bioregional spirituality. Special articles on 
Mexico Gathering of "the Americas" by Peter Berg and 
Starhawk. Circles of Correspondence reports range from 
Alberta to Hawaii and the Colorado Plateau to Italy's Po 
River Valley. Book reviews, Planet Drum Pulse, Green 
City Report, and update on the Bioregional Association of 
the Northern Americas. $4. 

3 R's and a B: Bioregional School, Raise the Stakes 26 (Fall 
1996). This issue focuses on alternative education prac
tices, specifically bioregional school programs, urban eco
education, and folk learning. Articles include "You Are 
Where You Eat," "Interspecies Lessons," "Bayou Boat
building," "School in a Wild Preserve, an interview with 
Doug Tompkins," and others. Perfect for teachers, stu
dents and everyone. Also, Bioregional Association of the 
Northern Americas (BANA) report, Circles of 
Correspondence, book reviews, and poetry. $4. 

Connecting Our Species: Planet Reports, Raise the 
Stakes 25 (Winter 1995/ 1996). Find out how local biore
gional activities are becoming prevalent on a global scale. 
This issue includes a comprehensive interview with David 
Suzuki by Peter Berg on local grassroots activism, plane
tary and ecological awareness; reports from South of the 
Alps, Rhineland, Spain, Scotland, Japan, and the U.S.; a 
review of Stephanie Mills' In Service of the Wild by Jim 
Dodge; Peter Berg on the role of bioregionalism in United 

Nations policy, and more. Also, Remembering Franco 
Beltrametti, Circles of Correspondence, PD Pulse, and 
bioregional directory updates. $5. 

Bioregional Directory and Map, Raise the Stakes 24 (Winter 
1994/Spring 1995). A listing of more than 200 bioregional 
groups and publications in the Northern Americas as well as 
in Europe and Australia This issue is a useful way to find 
bioregionally-minded groups and individuals in your area 
Also included is a centerfold map of the represented biore
gions of the Northern Americas produced by Steven 
Holloway. Perfect for bioregional organizers or contacts on 
the road. Planet Drum Pulse; Green City Report. $5. 

Things That Really Work, Raise the Stakes 23 (Summer 
1994). Chronicles some of the tools and practices that have 
proven to be effective when bioregionally conscious individ
uals apply them to their lives. Articles include 'Teach Local," 
Peter Berg's "Putting 'Bio' in Front of Regional," "Making a 
Garden of Consequence," and 'Where Poems Come From: 
An Interview with Jerry Martien." Also included is a Circles 
of Correspondence section with reports from Southern 
Australia and Mexico, Reads, PD Pulse, Green City Report, 
and a Planet Drum Publications page. $4. 

Food As Place: Bioregional Agriculture, Raise the Stakes 
22 (Winter 1993/ 1994). This issue focuses on agriculture as 
a multinational business and provides alternatives which 
directly relate to bioregionalism. Methods and benefits of 
locally-grown foods and gardens. Features include "A 
Garden Growing Wild," "Eating Our Teachers: Local 
Food, Local Knowledge," and "Linking Plant Homelands 
and Human Homelands." Juan-Tomas Rehbock's report on 
organic agriculture in Argentina; book reviews, Circles of 
Correspondence and PD Pulse. $4 

Bioregional Culture, Raise the Stakes 21 (Spring/Summer 
1993). Take a look at several unique bioregions in the arti
cles within this issue, from India to Silverton, Colorado. 
What bioregionalism means to different people and its sig
nificance in determining one's own place. Circles of 
Correspondence: Oak Ridges Moraine, Aquaterra, Mexico, 
lntertribal Indian Park. Reads & Reads; Green City Report; 
PD Publications. $4. 

Eco-Governance II: The Anatomy of the Shasta 
Bioregional Gathering, Raise the Stakes 20 (Fall 1992) 
An in-depth survey and exploration of the first Shasta 
Bioregional Gathering in northern California from concep
tion to realization including highlights, participant reports 
and musings. Also samples bioregional gathering observa
tions/outlines from Toronto's first Bioregion Week and the 
fifth TIBC held in Kerrville, Texas. Inspirational accounts and 
provocative critiques of the bioregional movement, ques
tioning rhetoric and processes of congressmg. A companion 
issue to RTS # 18/ 19; together they provide an important 
tool for those planning a gathering in their home region. $4. 

Eco-Governance: Bioregional Gatherings, Raise the Stakes 
I 8/ 19 (Winter 1991 / Spring 1992). Informative accounts of 
bioregional gatherings in British Columbia, the Cascades, 
the Great Prairie, Ozarks, Detroit, the Great Lakes, Ohio 
River watershed, northcentral Pennsylvania, and Italy. Also 
features special reports from indigenous groups in the 
Dakota Black Hills, Mexico, Costa Rica, and San Francisco 
in response to the quincentennial of Columbus' arrival; 
Peter Berg on "Post-Environmentalist Origins"; reviews, 
including educational magazines; bioregional directory 
updates; PD Pulse; and news of the Green City Project. $5 

Europe Now: The Bioregional Prospect, Raise the Stakes 
/6 (Spring/Summer 1990). Articles by George Tukel on 
"Reinhabitation in Hungary," Thomas Kaiser's "The 
Difficulty of Discovering Eastern Europe," Green discus
sions for reorganizing along bioregional lines rather than as 
nation-states; new social inventions in P.M.'s "Planetary 

We continue to offer I 0-35% discounts on books, 
Bundles, Bioregional Congress Proceedings, 

and back issues of Raise the Stakes in 
special 3-packs. For details, please telephone, 
email (planetdrum@igc.org), write, or see our 

website (www.planetdrum.org). 

Wednesday Liberation Movement;" Ruggero Schleicher
Tappeser's "Ten Theses for Regional Ecological 
Development;" reports on the restoration of prehistoric 
sites in Catalunya and a glimpse of sustainable agriculture in 
Neolithic (New Stone Age) France by Marc Bonfils. 
Includes reports from Seitland, Ireland and the Italian Alps, 
directory updates, reviews, and poetry. $4 

Borders, Raise the Stakes 14 (Winter 1988-89). Explores the 
importance of the concept of boundaries from a bioregional 
perspective. Features include an interview with Malcolm 
Margolin on "Walking the Border Between Native and Non
native Culture," Judith Plant's account of crossing a national 
border for the first extra-U.S. NABC, Dolores LaChapelle's 
"Boundary Crossing" as a way of reconciling wilderness and 
civilization, Beryl Magilavy on returning nature to art, and 
Stephen Duplantier on "Distance Disease." Reports feature 
the Dominican Republic, a bioregional manifesto from the 
Mediterranean Basin and Josep Puig's argument for a new 
border there. Poetry by Jerry Martien. $3 

Nature in Cities, Raise the Stakes 13 (Winter 1988). Urban 
areas don't have to be diametrically opposed to natural 
systems. Beryl Magilavy discusses "Cities within Nature," 
urban policy issues and ecological practices are further 
pursued in David Goode's "The Green City as Thriving 
City" and Christine Furedy's "Natural Recycling in Asian 
Cities.'' Doug Aberley discusses Native American reinhabi
tation in "Windy Bay Journal," Brian Tokar reports on the 
Gulf of Maine Bioregional Congress, and Peter Garland 
looks at the musical tradition of Michoacan, Mexico. $3 

Open Fire: A Council of Bioregional Self Criticism, Raise 
the Stakes IO (Summer 1984). From about seventy persons, 
guest editor Jim Dodge selects representative gripes from 
Marni Muller, Bill Devall, Gary Snyder, Kelly Kindscher, and 
others. The centerfold is Peter Berg's "Amble Towards A 
Continental Congress." The insert: A Bioregional 
Directory. Also: Slocan Valley, New South Wales, and 
Alaska reports. Networking news and reviews. $3 

What's Happening to the Water Web?, Raise the Stakes 7 
(Spring 1983). Highlights "The Water Web" special section 
with Donald Wooster's historical look, "The Flow of 
Power.'' and ar-tides about the Columbia River Watch and 
terminal lakes. Plus reports from Euskadi and the 
Australian Big Scrub, and in North America from the 
Connecticut River area, the Slocan Valley, the Gulf of 
Maine, and the Triple Divide. Centerfold photo essay, 
"Songs of the Outback." $3 

Cities-Salvaging the Parts, Raise the Stakes 3. Contains 
regional updates from the Black Hills and Samiland as well 
as in depth reports from Aboriginal Australia, the Rockies, 
the North Atlantic Rim, and the Klamath/Trinity, Passaic, 
and Sonoran Watersheds. Other features include 
Bioregional Comics by Leonard Rifas, Aesthetics by 
Michael McClure, Renewable Energy to Renew Society by 
Peter Berg, Cities: Salvaging the Parts by Gary Snyder, 
Ernest Callenbach, Murray Bookchin and Morris Berman, 
Decentralism by Jacques Ellul, No Guarantees by Tom 
Birch, and poetry by Peter Blue Cloud. $3 

Issues 1,2,4,5,6,8, 9, I I, 12 15 and 17 are sold out. We will, 
however, make complete sets of Raise the Stakes available 
to libraries and archives. 

MEMBERSHIP 
' 

MEMBERSHIP: Planet Drum was founded in 1973 to 
provide an effective grassroots approach to ecology that 
emphasizes sustainability, community self-determination 
and regional self-reliance. In association with community 
activists and ecologists, Planet Drum developed the con
cept of a bioregion: a distinct area with coherent and inter
connected plant and animal communities, often defined by 
a watershed and by the ideas that have developed about 
how to live in that place. A number of individuals and com
munities have adopted bioregional stances-they have 
"reinhabited" their regions, choosing to live in place with 
the intent to restore, preserve and sustain their place in 
the biosphere. How about you? 

Become a member of Planet Drum Foundation. 
Membership includes Planet Drum Pulse newletters, dis
counts on publications, occasional bonus publications, 
access to expertise & organizing, and assistance with net
working & activities. 

Help Build a Bioregional Group in your area. We can 
help by sending a list of Planet Drum members there. To 
introduce your friends to bioregional ideas, send us their 
names and we'll forward a complimentary issue of Raise 
the Stakes. Send us ten names and we'll mail you a copy of 
Reinhabiting a Separate Country for your effort. 

Inquiries, manuscripts, and tax-deductible contributions 
should be sent to Planet Drum Foundation. 

r----------------------------------------, 
Planet Drum Foundation 

P.O. Box 31251 
San Francisco, CA 9413 I 

Shasta Bioregion, USA 

One-year membership (tax deductible): ___ $25 

(or ___ US$30 outside North America.*) 

Name _________________ _ 

Address ________________ _ 

I would like to trade (you name it) ________ _ 

_________ fora year's subscription. 

I'd also like to make a $. _______ tax deductible 
donation to Planet Drum. 

: * Foreign checks please include micro-encoding number or else 
1 

1 Planet Drum will be charged $ I 0-1 5 for cashing the check. 1 
I I L ________________________________________ J 

Raise The Stakes #30-15 
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